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Ithaca. New York, November 20, 1970 
" .. .I believe this country's best 
interests are served by a fair and 
equitable draft system." 
Dr. C. W. Tarr. Director 
Selective Service 
Price IS Cents 
Verdict On Cohen: IC Alarm !Pre-Registration Is 
No Case For Niewyk 8Ystem ls :Hassle for Everyone 
by Steve Kavee Labeled I by Jim Donaldson 
The Student Court in a three I We realil.e che problems .. .it '1 the courses. the Registrar said the 
hour session Monday night F lt I is frustrating for the student hut idea was not feasible. "'Faculty do 
dissmissed the case against Nadine au y now he coordinates his own I not want to be tied up for the 
Cohen. Miss Cohen was charged program." \ lengths of time it would take to 
by Dr. Donald Niewyk of .. , b Bad) Robert Regala. Ithaca College handle the students. Instructors 
allegedtydisruptinghisContempo- y r. goo Registrar, Ill an interview with the I would have no time to teach." 
rary World class last May. The court "A Fire Limerick" I t ha ca n . Wed n es d a y. was So his offi..:c is preparing to 
did not rule on her guilt or There once was a student attempting to explain why the implement several changes in next 
innocence in the incident or the named Daniel, college chose to revert to the year"s pre-registration. The work 
nature of her conduct. They Who hung in his room much first-come first-serve system of sheets students use for recording 
determined from evidence flannel. pre-registration. their schedules will be revamped. 
presented by both the prosecution A spark from his match The computer system was very One work sheet per st udcnt will 
and the defense that Dr. Niewyk On the flannel did catch unpopular with both students and he issued next year and included 
did not follow proper procedure And thu~ burned the flannel faculty. According to Rcgala. it in the ..:ontrol card p:icket. 
in that he did not warn Miss and Daniel'? showed no mercy when it came to Students' names and ID numbers 
Cohen that he considered ··her course conflicts or overloads. "It will be annot:itcd on each. It will 
actions improper. The Henderson This 1s a report on the fire is I he s:imc thing now ... s:ii<l not he availabh: ebewhere a!> is 
Law, which is what Miss Cohen hazards and safety precautions in 
was charged with violating, states current operation at Ithaca 
specifically that a person must be College. The first concern will be 
warned before any further action the need for a central alarm 
can be taken. Miss Cohen was not system and the current systems 
notified of the charges until three· Nadine Cohen photo by involved on campus for alarms. Of 
weeks ago. equal importance arc th,e ways in Barb Goldberg Testimony by both the which students set their own fire 
prosecution and the defense was that he had not warned the traps. 
somewhat vague and at times students that he considered the Ithaca College at present has 
contradictory. One possible situation a disruption. Dr. Fireside no central alarm system when a 
reason for this is that the incident said that this fact' and allowing fire occurs. Rather, when there is 
took place some six months ago. auditors into his clas.'i had set a ;i fire, an alarm goes off only in 
Niewyk Presents His Case 
Dr. Nicwyk began his case by 
saying that he was "defending 
academic freedom and ... his right 
to hold classes without 
disruptions from moral absolutists 
or political fanatics." 
precedent. the building where the fire is 
Dr. Nicwyk was questioned on occuring. This is a local alarm 
why he had only filed charges designed to get students out of 
against Miss Cohen. He saiu that -the building quickly. The dorms 
Miss Cohen seemed to he the have a panel which registers the 
leader and was the only student floor on,which the alarm was set 
that he could identify. Of the off. When the alarm goes off, 
others, only one was a student however, Safety Division receives 
and the other was not enrolled at no alarm signal. A pcr{on on the ,, _, He testified that on May S he 
entered his class to find some 
"new" faces in the room. He did 
not ask them to leave and 
answered a question by a student 
not cnrolt'ed in the course 
concerning his policy toward 
people who would miss the final 
because of the strike. He said that 
it would not be an excusable 
absence and began his lecture. A 
"loud voice" which he identified 
as Miss Cohen's interrupted him 
and according to his testimony 
said that his lecture was 
unimportant and that the issues of 
the day were. He then said that he 
would either have had to ''engage 
in a shouting match or use force" 
to continue his lecture. He did 
neither but instead clismissed the 
1
, 
class and filed charges against Miss 
Cohen with Provost Davies. Davies 
directed him to the Campus Life 
IC. Dr. Fireside informed Dr. · !>Lcue in the dorm or ncJrb} rnusl 
Niewyk that under the Henderson CALL Safety Division to notify 
Law, charges could have been them of the fire and where it is. 
filed against all three. Miss Cohen When Safety is notified of the 
later testified that in light of this fire, they notify the Ithaca Fire 
evidence, she felt that she alone Department downtown through 
had been singled out for thcuscofaspccialprivateline.ln 
prosecution. a few minutes the engines arrive 
I 
Pre-Reg!strntion blues arc a problem that will be remedied. 
Defense Denies Charges 
The defense brought in Dr. 
Ryan and Professor Brownstein 
from the Political Science 
department as character witnesses. 
Dr. Ryan said he did not consider 
Miss Cohen either an "absolutist 
or fanatic and hardly a fascist 
thug." He also said that she is held 
in high regard by the department 
and that she "converts her' 
concern into meaningful and 
reasonable action." 
continued on page 7 
on campus. Fire Chief Charles 
Weaver of the lth:ica Fire 
Department noted that there is 
NO automatic transmission· of :in 
alarm in a dorm to either the 
Safety Division or the fire station. 
Notifkation of the fire, both with 
Safety and the department 
downtown. is dependent on 
someone making the call. 
Chief Weaver, along with the 
Director of IC'!> Physical Plant 
Emil Policay, and the 
continued on page 8 
I Rega la. "The student, however, is his own computer and an I allowance is made for feedback." 
· The feedback comes in the form 
of Aud and Drop !>lips which :ire 
turned over to the department 
chairman for consideration. 
Regala admitted that a great 
number of problems were 
mcurred with the return to the 
old method. Of the pushing, 
~having, ovcrcrowding and general 
confusion that predominated, his 
office moved to remedy that by 
Frosh registration on Thursday. 
Two campus patrolmen were 
present to kl•ep the sardine 
situation somewhat less chaotic. 
Commenting on a suggestion 
that pre-registration he handled in 
Committee which decided that 1:-----------------------------.;... _____________ _ 
the court was the proper agency 
tc handle the case. Dean John. 
Brown then said that since it was 
so late in the year, the case would i 
Garden Apt's Near Completion 
be brought up next year. 
1 
by Monica Wood 
Continuing his case, he called I Although several o~ ~he new the workers so much that the 
three student witnesses. They I garden apartment buildmgs are buildings could not possibly open 
corroborated his story and nearing completion, there arc still in January. It has not yet been 
identified Miss Cohen and another many questions that remain to be decided whether the College or 
student as present in the answered before students can start the contractor or a combination 
classroom. They were not agreed moving in this January. The' of both would pay the cost of 
on how many were in the class. gr:eatcst uncertainty right now is keeping Quarry open if the 
The third witness stated that Dr. whether or not the apartments · 
Niewyk dismissed the class after will be completed on time. 
he said that he would not teach Although the contract states that 
with "fascist thugs" in the class. the resid:nces are to be completed 
The witm.'Ss also identified Miss I in time for occupancy this 
Cohen as saying that in fact, Dr. 1 January, it is quite obvious that 
Niewyk was the "fascist thug." several of them, notably :!7 and 
:!6, are far from ready. 
Auditors Allowed 
Dr. Harvey Fireside acting as 
defense counsel asked Dr. Niewyk · 
if he allowed auditors in his class 
and if he thought that discussion 
of the strike and the Viet Nam 
war was relevant to the course, 
The Contemporary World (TH-6). 
Dr. N iewyk answered that he 
considered the incident a 
disruption rather than a discussion 
and that his lecture of the day was 
not concerned with those issues. 
It was then determined 
through Dr. Niewyk's testimony 
According to Edward Bazinet, 
director of housing, the 
contractor will not be pinned 
down to a specific completion 
date. Bazinet also stated that the 
college will not commit itself to 
any acceptance date. He cited 
· previous times when the sch.ool 
has taken over a building only to 
find out that work had not been 
completed to the co)iege's 
satisfaction. 
The biggest factor to be 
considered now is the weather. 
One major snowstorm could delay 
.,I;._' 
""l'" 
Construction continues 
on Garden Apartments. 
, apa1 t ments arc not ready on 
'schci.lule. This question involves 
t complex kgal issues. according to 
! Bazinet. · 
, Drawing of priority number~ 
i for room selection was scheduled 
! continued on page 6 
-~-
photo by Richard Sharp 
I' their re,pectiv..; offkcs hy professors ~chci.lulcd to in~truct I now the case. At pre-registration 
I 
course cari.ls will he issued only 
for t ho~e courses recorded on the 
I work sheet. If any st udcnt should I lose the work ~heel, Regala stated, 
"he will h:ivc to register with thc 
Frosh." 
On the new work sheet. spa cc 
w i 11 he a I loted for profe~sors 
1 signal ure~ and course card~ will 
' only be issued only to those 
students carrying a signature next 
to the ··maJor·· course they desire. 
Tlus \\;ay. say~ Rl·gala, courses 
rcquirl·d for majors will he fillcd 
by 111a_1or~ and anyone ebe will 
just have to wait and sec if any ex-
tra room is available. This will also 
curtail the practice whereby 
student~ "borrow" course cards to 
: sell later or pick up cards on their 
/ reg1st rat ion day for friends who 
, will register l:iter. 
i To alleviate the crowding 
1 inside the Rt.:c room nt.:Xt year, 
the Registrar pl;rn~ to limit the 
number of peopk in the room 
pre-regbtering al any on.: t 1111e. 
1 
Said Rega la, .. The rest will just 
I have to wait until they come 
I out." As Rega la told I he It ha can, 
everything thi~ ye;ir wa~ planncd 
and put into action at the last 
minute. Chaos resulted. ''.We have 
learned something tlus year ... ," he 
said. Next ye:ir, hopefully, things 
will be different. 
... _____________ _ 
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Variance Denied 
Landlords Oppose Free Garage 
Governance Proposal 
Debated By Congress 
A new service in Ithaca, the ! 
Community Auto School, is now ' 
in danger of hcmg curtailed. The : 
school teaches people how to fix ; 
their cars and offers a twenty per ! 
cent discount on parts. Two 
weeks ago the town zoning board 
voted unanimqusly not to grant 
the commercial vari:ince necessary 
for continuing the school in its ; 
present location. The school. J 
located on Linden Avenue near 
Collegetown. is in an area zoned 
as residential. 
. At the meeting a group of 
landlords who own the adjacent 
buildings, voiced their objections I 
to the garage. They pointed to the 
potential for noise and a lack of 
parking in the area. There were JlO I 
residents of the area present at the 1 
meetinl! so the objection~ raised 
by the landlords could not be 
substantiated. llowever, further 
inquiries revealed that there have 
been no complaints raised in the I 
three weeks the garage has he.:n m 
operation. The only permanent I 
resident of the area lives next 
door to the garage and had I 
coopcrJted with them to the\ 
point of lending them electricity. j 
Parking is not a problem since cars , 
arc brought inside the huilding to I 
he fixed. 
by Ste\·e Kavee 
exchange for rent. The owner 
agreed. 
The reason for the board's 
action was probably due to the 
fact that the only testimony 
concerning the garage was from 
the landlords. The three opposing 
the variance are Ben Boynton, 
Paul Steiger. and. Eugene Painter, 
all landlords of buildings on 
Linden Avenue, but not residents. 
The decision was unexpected 
hy both the CAS and John 
Bentkowski. the agent who 
handles the building. Mr. 
Bcntkowski did not inform the 
CAS of the meeting until a few 
days before. because he did not 
expect any opposition to the 
variance. Consequently, there was 
no preparation for the meeting 
and the residents of the area were 
not represented. Since variances in· 
Ithaca arc based on public 
response, the board's decision was 
made from the only response at 
the meeting, the landlords. 
Dave Ordcn of the CAS said 
"We could have brought a bunch 
of people to the meeting to testify 
hut we were told it would not be 
nccessa ry." 
The CAS is now petitioning the 
area for support and they report 
that the appeal on December 8 
looks promising. John Bcntkowski 
is not quite as optimistic though. 
lie cannot understand why there 
is so much opposition to the 
gara~e from the landlords. "Those 
: the rent by rehabilitating the 
i building. It's hard work but they 
: are doing a good job and it is a 
' community service" he said. 
, None of the landlords 
I mentioned reported any 
I com plaints from their tenants. 
I 
Mike Lutz of the CAS proposed a 
meeting of the community ev~ry 
two weeks in order to hear any 
complaints. "\Ve are here to serve 
the people of the area and the 
Ithaca community. So far we have· 
had nothing but support from the 
residents. If there are any 
complaints we will certainly 
rectify them" he explained. 
Mr. Steiger, one of the 
landlords, felt that if the variance 
is granted it might be a 
precedence for others. Bob Olson 
of the school said that the 
variance they are trying to get will 
be conditional. "We are here for 
the community and we have no 
intention of setting precedence 
that would be detrimental to the 
area. The variance we are seeking 
will be conditional. In other 
words, it will be just for the 
community auto school and when 
we leave the variance goes with 
us." 
The CAS feels that the 
community should have the right 
to decide whether or not they 
want a free garage in their area 
and that it is not the right of the I 
absentee landlords to decide for 
them. 
Student represc n tat ion on In order to allow full power for 
committees, and changes in students on the committee. 
campus governance, were two of Congress passed a resolution 
several topics discussed by dealing with stud c n t 
Student Congress. Monday's, representation on the governance 
meeting was one of the year's committee. The resolution sends 
shortest; nevertheless, the one student on the committee, 
conducting of business was and gives him votes equal to the 
delayed nearly twenty minutes by number of IC students: or, if this 
the lack of a quorum. President is unacceptable to the committee, 
Phillips, who had previously eight votes to equal the faculty 
stated that he would attend and administration strength on 
Monday's session, did not. the committee. The student 
According to Student Body representative may vote only by 
President Leventhal, Phillips was authorization of Congress. Also. • 
attending a dinner engagement the mo lion established an 
elsewhere. independent Congress governance 
The possiblity of revamping committee, which will also study 
. Student Government was the possibility of forming an all-
discussed at last week's Aurora college senate. 
Inn meeting, and at that time it Acting on a recommendation 
seemed to have the approval of "from their Traffic Committee. 
both Congress and the Congress unanimously passed a 
Administration. However, the resolution aimed at ending the 
question of making the new campus traffic controversy. 
campus governance committee Because the committee felt that 
part of a long range planning President Phillips' traffic proposal 
committee was hotly debated by did not reflect st udcnt needs. or 
Co ogress. The proposed desires, Cc,ngress passed a two 
governance committee would seat part resolution. First, Congress 
four students, four faculty, and authorized the distribution of the 
four administrators. Congress felt Congress Traffic Regulations to all 
that students would not have members of the C'oll.:ge 
enough representation, and that community. Second, Congress 
the faculty and administration stated that these traffic 
could combine to block any regulations were now law, and 
student resolutions presented. The they mtLc;t be obeyed by the entire 
members also decided that this College community. 
vote ratio would prevent student Congress also heard an EUB 
control of a student issue: the report on extended hours for the 
governing of the campus. Union · Snack Bar. Beginning 
The buih.liag was a w,1rehouse 
before the ~chool was there. The 
owner tried to turn it into an 
apartment complex hut the hoard 
rejected the proposal. The school i 
o ffercd to fix the building in kids arc working hard to pay off I==========================:==== 
IC Volunteers Aid 
November 29, the Snack Bar Grill 
will stay open until 12 :30 a.m., 
Sunday through Thursdays, and 
until I :30 a.m. on Friday and 
Saturdays. The Snack Bar itself 
will close at I 2 :45 a.m. Sunday 
through Thursdays, and at I :45 
a.m. Friday and Saturdays. The 
report stressed that the expanded 
hours were on a trial basis only. 
And, if students did not take 
advantage of the extended hours, 
thi~ policy might be reconsidered. 
Dancing every Friday & Saturday 
FRIDAY- CHARLIE STAR 
SATURDAY-JIM&TISH 
Attic Shop 
The Attic Shoppe on the clients are making gift bows and 
corner of Aurora and State Ithaca Gun Stock· Lamps. Clients 
Streets, in Ith a ca, needs are paid monthly and have gained 
recognition! It is a shop for all pride in being able to accomplish 
students: those who have little and to recruit credit for their 
m oncy to spend and want work. 
bargains, those who like old and The staff of the A.R.C. 
novel things, and/or those who program arc being helped by 
like a wide range and assortment numerous Ithaca College student 
of things to choose from. volunteers who devote some of 
OPEN THANKSGIVING 
For Reservations 273-7575 
The Attic Shoppe is run by the their time each week in working 
Tompkins County Association for with special projects, such as, 
Retarded Children-sheltered reading and conversation, along 
workshop. It serves as a training with workshop activities. 
program for clients of ,he Included in the program is 
Association and provides the banking, bowling and shopping in 
needed opportunity for exposure downtown Ithaca. The A.R.C. has 
to the social world. There is the also joined with Mental Health in 
possibility that some of the a "Fun Night" project - three 
members will go on to hold jobs Wednesdays a month at Meadow 
in other areas. House and the fourth Wednesday 
The center for the A.R.C. is on a dance at the A.R.C. This has 
the second floor, above the T.G. been a great success for it is an 
Miller's paper store. At the·center, opportunity for the people to 
meet other handicapped people in 
the area. 
DEWITT 
<~SAURO 
·~~ COMPLETE OPTICAL SERVICE·.;"~~-~ 
DON'T BE A 
ONE-EYED-CYCLOPS! 
with your 
BROKEN GLASSES 
,, I 
·:}I BROKEN LENSES REPLACED or FRAMES REPAIRED i I Your eyesight is a priceless possession ... don't endanger you vision 
1
·, with broken lenses ha,e them replaced immediately. Broken 
!I frames arc a nuisance and in many cases can be repaired. If new 
I'. frames are needed, we have more than 1.000 on display. 
;:,,· 
'I 
. 
See the Men of Vision ... and See Better 
138 EAST STATE ST . 
Call 272-7441 for an appointment 
QUALITY. . . CONVENIENCE. . .PERSONAL SERVICE .. 
The Attic Shoppe has had 
many donations from people who 
have recoinized it's existence and 
importance. Ithaca College 
students can also do their part by: 
I) contributing any old clothes or 
knick-knacks that are no longer 
wanted, 2) patronizing the store, 
and, 3) participating, when 
possible, in helping the A.R.C. 
members. get out into the social ! 
world. j 
FONTANA'S 
SJ.IOES 
SINCE 1.-
Need Boots? 
ACME 
DUNHAM'S 
VERDE 
gJl sizes 
GREAT SELECTION 
COLLEGETOWN 
272-2080 401 EddY. St. 
I 
Lastfy, in the Executive 
Report, Pam Jordan reported to 
Congress on a newly proposed 
financial aid policy for students. 
According to Miss Jordan, any 
student owning a car, and also 
receiving financial aid, (Federal 
loan, State loan, or Scholarship) 
would have his aid package cut by 
$300. The reasoning behind this 
proposal is that since it costs 
nearly $300 yearly to maintain a 
car, educational aid to students 
owni~ cars is then partially 
supporting upkeep on their 
vehicles, instead of the students 
themselves. She added that this 
money would be used as 
additional aid for middle income 
students, who presently receive 
little or no financial aid. The new 
aid policy has the support of 
President Phillips' Council, and if 
initiated, it would take effect this 
Spring semester. 
Debate Request 
In response to letters from Career 
Planning Director Alexander Clark and 
Dr. E.W. Terwilliger In support of 
m 111 tary recruiting on campus. the 
Student Government Executive Board 
Is luulng a public Invitation to a panel 
dlscuulon: MIiitary Recruiting-Yes or 
No. 
I nvlted to speak for the topic: 
Alexander Clark and Dr. Terwilliger. 
I nvlted to speak In opposition: 
Martin Brownstein and Bea Goldman. 
SHOTAWAY 
SWITCHBOARD 
107 S. Aurora 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
7..73-1815 
BOOKS 
S THINGS 
Houser Quells Rumor;! 
18 Credits Allowed 1 
by Richard Finz_er 
- I 
The new pre-registration 
system: Why was it instituted? 
And, how is it better than the old 
system? These questions and 
others were answered by Assistant 
Dean of Arts and Sciences, 1
1 
Travis Houser. -
Many IC students have 
expressed a strong displeasure 
with the new registration method, 
which features a class priority 
system of sign-up, limited 
entrance into courses, and a lower 
credit hour ceiling. A student may 
only 'pre-register for I 7 credit 
hours, unless he has permission 
from the "Dean of Arts and 
Sciences Department to take 18 
hours. In addition, many students 
have been led to believe that they 
must pay extra tuition if they 
plan to take the 18th credit hour. 
Dean Houser quickly dispelled 
the extra tuition rumor, and 
explained the entire registration 
system. According to Houser, the 
new system was requested by 
many department chairmen, to 
control class size, and to assure 
the students who sign up for a 
class of having a seat. 
Under the old pre-registration 
system, a student signed up for 
courses, and then a computer 
placed the student in the class. A 
schedule would be sent to the 
student over Christmas vacation. 
However, if the class was full, the 
computer would simply remove 
the course from the student's 
schedule, without attempting to 
substitute an alternate selection 
Computer errors sometimes 
destroyed a student's schedule, 
often leaving him without any 
classes. 
With the new system, the 
student knows his new schedule as t 
soon as he leaves registration, and i 
if a course is closed, he can I 
possibly choose an alternate. He 
merely obtains a class card, of 
which there are a limited number. 
However there have been slight 
difficulties in obtaining these 
coveted cards for require courses, 
much less finding an elective that 
is both interesting and still has 
OJ)enings, especially if the student 
is a freshman or sophomore. 
Houser did explain why a class 
priority selection method was 
used. He stated that by allowing 
upperclassmen first choice for 
courses, seniors would be ensured 
of courses they need to fulfill 
graduation requirements. When 
asked about the problems 
freshman and sophomores have 
been experiencing, Houser replied, 
"It's true, the biggest pinch is on 
them. ,We've dumped it on them 
this time." 
Hopefully, the new system will 
eliminate much of the c_ourse 
dropping and adding which 
occurred earlier this semester. At 
the same time students who 
actually want or need to carry 18 
credit hours are still allowed to, 
provided they prove their 
conscientiousness. The program 
aims at the elimination of inflated 
class figures which result when 
students sign up for courses they 
are considering dropping. It also 
tries to alleviate the dilemma 
which occurs when additional 
faculty are hired to teach students 
who may or may not take the 
courses they'vi: signed up for. 
Dean Houser concluded by stating 
that the new system would 
produce an "honest registration." 
Howard Univ. Is 
Site OJ Convention 
WASHINGTON (CPS)--The 
Revolutionary People's 
Constitutional Convention will 
re-convene in Washington, D.C. -
somewhere - November 27-29, 
Thanksgiving weekend. 
Washington members of the 
Black Panther Party have been 
receiving the run-around from 
local city and university officials 
since they announced plans 
September 7 to hold the 
convention here. Oddly enough, 
no one wants to house the 7,500 
to 8,000 people expected for the 
second plenary session of the 
re-writing of the U.S. 
Constitution. 
I 
Members of the Panther D.C. I 
Chapter have been refused use of 
both the Washington National 11 
Guard Armory and the Cole Field 
House at the ne,1rby University of 
Maryland. j 
The Armory, one of 1 
Washington's largest places for 1 
·'public" assembly has been 
refused for Panther use with a 
variety of arbitrary excuses. The 
application was first turned down 
The Panthers, used to having 
their plans (and buildings) 
sabotaged by government and 
other authority-type figures, are 
presently negotiating for Howard 
University. A decision on Howard, 
they say, should be reached by 
the end of the week. 
Not only are Panthers here 
confronting incredible logistics 
hassles from officials, they face 
financial ones as wdl. Threats 
have been received from gas, 
electric and telephone companies 
that if bills are not paid on the 
date due, all utilities will be 
disconnected and a S200 deposit 
required for. their re-installation. 
Needless to say, this is not 
ordinary practice for the utilities' 
magnates. 
IC Host To 
Concert 
On Sunday 
due to "date conflict." Upon The Beggars Banquet Buses and 
specific request of the facility for Bust Benefit orlglnally planned for the 
, . . Warehouse, has been moved to the Ben 
Tf.anksgivmg weekend, however, Light G mnaslum here at Ithaca 
Armory Head Administrator t College. 1l wlll begin at 1:00 p.m. on 
Arthur Bergman told the group I Sunday and "go on and on and on" 11 
that the Armory was no longer to t quoted In the poster announcing the 
b d "f k rt levent. e use or roe conce s or At least seven rock groups wlll play 
organizations such as yours." Including Buffalongo, Albatross, 
Two appeal attempts to creative Act, and Big Daddy and the 
overturn the- Armory's decision , Soul Industry. The cost of admission 
I f · 1 d d j w Ill be only two doll.a rs with th1 have a ready a1 e , an a , money going to a community ball 
Supreme Court appeal, according f. fund and to help defer the cost ot 
'fo local Panthers, is being buses to the Constltutlonal Convention 
considered. The suit is being In Washington, D.c. this November 27, 
f h d h h · 28 and 29. oug t ?n the ~roun s t ~t t ey ! 1 t was emphasized by Student 
.are bemg demed the nght of j Government President Paul Leventhal 
freedom of assembly. One of the : that the gym must be kept clean. 
stated uses of the Armory is for "Just one win, bottle left on thp floor 
" · " ·t · bl" WIii 1nd concerti here at IC." 
conventions, 1 IS a pu IC Prizes donated by 1oca1 Ithaca 
building, and the taxes of D.C. merchants wlll be raffled off. Th1 
citizens - 80 percent of whom are group organizing the benefit 1xpresud 
black - built and maintain the I appreciation to 111 those who helped 
facility. sponsor t~e event. 
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Symphony for Light debuts Saturday with Douglas Lavery 
manning the tapes. 
'Light' Symphony Set 
for Tomorrow 
Night 
The first public performance.: or 
"Symphony For Light'", u111.kr 
the auspic~s of WICB Radio. will 
take p!acc Saturday. November 
21. The symphony i~ .1 
multi-media p1ogra111 compo~cd 
by Douglas Lavery and the.: Ithaca 
based Harford Stl',1111 Pn·,,_ 
Through the comhinJt1on of 
visual and aural media. ~Ir. Lan·rv 
presents an otk to the wonder ~r ' 
Life. Transformation~ and 
juxt.1positions, subtle and 
startling, involve tape.:, film. h\'c.: 
and mechanical performers. 
Lavery's original electro111c t:1pc.: 
medium compostions transcend 
and dissolve the perspect 1v.: of the 
spectator. 
Although th.: ··symphony For 
Light"' i~ a completely new work 
realized only recently. the 
members of thl' company haw 
given a numhc.:r of extremely wl"ll 
r,·ciev-L'd r1c.:sl'ntation, in the 
Ithaca area. 
Ticket~ for the.: "Symphony 
Fn1 Light ... ue ,1vailahk now. 
, 1.00 at Mayers Smoke Shop and 
the lthJca College Egbert Union 
and SI 25 at the dour. 
Performanc.:~ arc at 8:00 and 
'1:30 in the Ithaca Colleg.: 
Experimental Theat-cr. 
Due to the nature of the 
program, no one will he admittl'd 
after the start of the presentation. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Have an engagement, wadding, 
lost ertlcle, found article, 
announcement, or skllls le> 
announce? How about Items to 
sell, or personal notes? USE 
CLASSIFIEDS! 10 cents P1r 
word ... no minimum. Submit ad to 
THE ITHACAN (Basement of 
West Tower) or CALL 274·3207 
MondaY·Wednesday, 1·5 p.m. 
Roberts 1719 Tape Recorder-& 
months old, new-$250. Will sell for 
$175. Call Roch x3749. 
RIDE WANTED 
to Philadelphia for Thanksgiving, can 
leave anytime after Sunday. WIii share 
expenses and driving, no morals, love 
sleeping overnight. Call Janie, x 3680. 
GRONK 
welcome back from the lagoon. 
The Guys at the House 
Happy Birthday, Pidge! Love Al. 
Ellis Phillips was a Colonel of military 
intelligence. Ask him about it! 
RIDE OFFERED 
to Buffalo any weekend. Call Jim, 
xl769. 
-----. 
see for 
yourself 
Ev::rv yc:.1r or so. have your 
(;~(;, ·(;~.unuH:,_! ,c~ i111 1,(),-
1.1nt to ,,rott, t your t:)'l:· 
·sight with l'ropcrly titted 
gl.1",::,l"), 
. 'R udoep4,'ti 
OPTICAL FASHION CCNTER 
I It KAMINER Rl>g. Opr 11metri~t 106 N. AUHORA ~'T. 
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Editorials--
Helte-r 
It was chaos. Easily, 75% of the Junior, 
Sophomore and Freshmen classes packed 
themselves in like cattle along the second floor 
corridor of the Egbert Union in front of the locked 
doors to academic pre-registration. And when the 
doors finally opened it was every man and woman 
for himself and his friends. They crowded and 
pushed and shoved and cut line to get in that room 
before they were closed out of a gut course. 
"You just don't expect 800 students to show 
up at 7:00 a.m. in the morning to pre-register," 
remarked Robert Rcgala, the college Registrar. 
You also don't expect students to go through 
the lines twice so as to procure course cards for 
their underclass friends who are worried about 
getting closed out. Nor do you expect other 
students to purposely steal cards so as to sell them 
to the highest bidder when courses are closed. It 
was an unmistakably unfair and cumbersome 
method of dealing with pre-registration. And the 
students were as much at fault for abusing it as the 
administration was for implementing it at the last 
minute. 
Several responsible and constructive solutions 
were suggested by the Registrar for next year's 
program. The most important and innovative of 
these is the plan to institute a new work ~hcet 
Skelter 
reqwnng signatures from professors for many 
"majors" courses. This will alleviate the 
helter-skelter pushing and climbing over bodies 
that went on to get a course before it was closed. 
If you have obtained a signature for that course 
there is no non-major who can get there first. 
Secondly, with the introduction of a new form 
whose distribution is limited and controlled by the 
Registrar:; office, a student can feel a little more 
secure about the fact that someone isn't putting 
up to the highest bidder a course card he needs to 
graduate. 
This is not a racetrack where people are 
continually crawling all over one another to get to 
the paywindows before post time. This is a college 
campus where one would expect there to be some 
kind .of order surrounding a procedure as basic to 
the· academic order as graduation. 
It is not only up to the administration to 
implement some kind of new order to the 
pre-registration hassle; it is also just as important 
that students recognize their own selfishness and 
lack of consideration for one another when 
standing in line and procuring cards and move to 
effectively demonstrate they too are ready to 
implement some kind of new order. 
The high cost of living! 
I 
photo by Barb Goldberg 
Safety First! A Condemnation by Tong Hoi Sinh Vien Saigon (The_Saig_on Student Union) 
Open letter to all peace and justice loving individuals and 
organizations in the world. 
With fire alarms in the dormitories reaching an 
all time high this semester, many students have 
taken to timing a burning dorm. Although the 
dorms are equipped with two safety features (an 
automatic alarm-sprinkling system, and a manual 
not a drill is being held or a fire is actually in 
progress. Again a 'phone call placed seems 
miraculous. 
On Sunday morning of August 30. 1970, we the students of 
South Vietnam held our fourth national student congress at the 
National Center of Agriculture, at Cuong De Street, Saigon. The 
issues to be discussed were: "The military _training programs in the 
universities." The purpose of our congress was to determine our 
attitude concerning the military training progr.im impo;.cd on our 
µnivcrsities by the government. The congress united most students 
of all the universities of South Vietnam: Saigon Univ., Van Hanh 
Univ., Hue Univ., and Can Tho Univ. 
·. pull alarm), whether or not a dormitory bums 
down depends upon two phone calls. 
The schedule (in case of a fire) reads: Fire 
detected; fire alarm released; residents evacuate 
dorm; one resident calls, Safety Patrol to notify 
them of the fire; Safety Patrol calls the Ithaca Fire 
Department; the Fire Department confirms the · 
fire and notifies its divisions; fire trucks come up 
the hill and find the dormitory ..... How long does 
it take for a dorm or even a room to burn'? 
One step in the fire procedure can be cut at this 
time. Dorm residents can call the downtown Fire 
Department direi;:tly without going through Safety 
Patrol. However, since the dorms have no 
delegated responsibility for the one or two phone 
calls, it seems miraculous that a call gets through 
at all, especially in the confusion of the ten minute 
bonging alarm. In addition, few students, at the 
time the bong begins, actually know whether or 
The installation of a central alarm system 
whereby Safety Patrol would know of the 
occurence as well as the location of the fire as 
soon as the dorm alarm goes off is an inexpensive 
safety feature in comparison with the loss of 
human life or of an entire dorm. The College 
should seriously consider updating its antiquated 
alert system. That means there should be in the 
upcoming year's budget, allowance for the 
installation of a central alarm system. Ithaca Fire 
Chief Charles Weaver, Physical Plant Director 
Policay and Maintenance Superintendent Keirns 
have all opted for an automatic alarm system 
transmitted either to Safety Patrol or directly to 
the Ithaca Fire Department. IC has obviously 
overlooked these recommendations. If lack of 
·money has been the maJor objection to the system 
up to this time, what objection is there now that 
tuition has been raised? Even childhood limericks 
sing: "SAFETY FIRST." 
We Denounce The Military Training Program 
First we expressed our, views on the· legality of the military 
training program. It is reaffirmed that his program has been imposed 
on us in the universities by the government without any prior 
consultations with our responsible professors. dean and student 
representatives. It is a violation of the autonomy of our universities, 
the first reason for which we cannot accept the program. 
Secondly, this program is a very unreasonable one, incompatible 
with our students' attitudes concerning the present war. We, the 
students, like most of our Vietnamese people, arc convinced that the 
present military efforts are not leading Vietnam to victory but to an 
ever increasing destruction of all the Vietnamese generations. The 
present government of M. Nguyen Van Thieu which seeks an 
impossible victory to the war cannot bring PEACE to our nation. 
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• • 
Ithaca Weather snows-the. wind blows so hard as our College. The idea that the that the accumulation never gets Freshmen teams arc of very little 
· Editor: over about three feet. importance to this community. 
A long time ago, Ezra Cornell - Most places in the U.S. only For 7 weeks I've read a sports 
said to Cornelius Vanderbilt that have four kinds of weather: snow, sect ion that has given the 
he was going to build a university rain, sun, and sometimes sleet or Freshmen teams very little 
which offered anything to anyone hail. But in 1 t haca it a !so recognition. The: Fall Freshmen 
who wanted to take it. Vanderbilt "lthacates." This is a special teams have gained the best Fall 
replied that it was a very fine idea, combination of fog, rain. and mist. records for their respected sports. 
but with a university like that Itisaconditioninwhichyoucan't I Week after week, our very 
everyone would want to come and sec farther that f~ur _feet in ~ront of modest Sports Editor, presents 
how would Ezra handle that you;whenthem1st1ssoth1ckthat 'the students with a very 
problem? Ezra answered, "You it feels as t~ough it's raining, but stimulating article. That article 
haven't seen where I'm going to put it's not, yet .vhen you walk inside should be entitled "Roy Leff's 
it yet." your face is all wet. Pleasant, isn't , Ego Trip". I promise you that the 
Not only did Ezra Cornell place • "t? , 
, 1 · I students can and do get better 
his university in the hidden hills of i It's a pity that this factor of predictions from the "bookies on 
Central New York, but he also ! weather isn't mentioned in college I the city corner". 
picked a unique location not i catalogues for the benefit of 
I 
In last week's pa'per (which 
unknown for its horrendous; - · f h B I 
. incoming res men. ut t 1en, I should have presented an article 
weather. Ithaca, New York, not i lthac_a. would be a pretty lonely I on the Freshmen football victory, 
only has the second highe~t ! spot 1f 11 was. . 5 consecutive wins in a row), 
amount of rainfall, but also the i Ashley Mason 1
1 
nothing was mentioned. It's too 
second least amount of sunshine I I Blasts Frosh Sports Coverage bad that the students didn't get a 
in _the United lit~t~s. 1 myself I Edit~-r:- clear picture of the Freshmen 
believe these unof~1c1al facts to be I football team's achievements. This 
true. Where else in the country I am a member of one of the , 
Is d "th t College's Freshmen teams years team has broken many can you go ays w1 ou any · · · d 
hi ? Wh I h Unfortunately that means very Im press1ve recor s but has suns ne. ere e se can you ave - • · d · I · I , 
it snow for 20 days without little to The Ithacan Sports receive very littl~ ace aim.- ts 
t ,- ? N- h - b- - lt:r. - Section It seems that The Ithacan come to the point where the s oppmg. ow ere, ut .uaca. I · . . · 
Ithaca has one advantage when it . Sports has taken the same attitude contmued on page S 
·················~·····-··················~·······: 
·! letters To The ·Editor Coni. ; 
sports section must show more ' serve in its efforts to advance its I representatives. the question had 
concern . for Freshmen teams. If purpose. : become somewhat academic. No 
the_ Ph!loso~hy of the sports On the other hand, we would students had signed up for 
sec~1on 1s denved by the S~orts strongly agree with Mr. Terwilliger : interviews, which were available 
Editor, the paper should begm to on the value of free speech in the · through the a rra ngc men ts 
look for a new leader. academic community. We would, ; established by my office. 
Marshall Grupp with him, fully support the right ' ::!. Your article indicated that 
Post Melanie Reaction of any campus group to in,ite . the Navy and Air Force had 
Editor: white slavers, .Mafiosos, the U.S. ' cancelled thcir visits. The Navy 
The smashed beer bottle in the Marines a{ld the Viet Cong to ; did indeed call two weeks ago and 
men's room. Peanut shells, present their views to the campus i cancel their visit, but this was due 
chewing gum, and every community. We would even !tolackoffundsintheirrecruiting' 
description of food ground into extend the right to freely hold I budget. We made no contact with 
the floor, candle wax, spilled wine and to express unorthodox views I the Air F orcc. Their visit is 
tracked across the room. (The to all members of the academic scheduled for February, and we 
coke and soda were sticky, too!) communities who face silencing. have made no further conl'act 
Cigarettes· left to burn their way After all, it is the powcrl~s and I with that branch of service. They 
carelessly into posterity. Empty the unorthodox who profit most i have not cancelled their visit as of 
wine bottles, .everywhere, cans from free speech, and it is the this date. 
and glasses half emptied. One powerful _who have the most to · 3. You suggest in this article 
"hash" pipe. fear from 11. that the failure of students to sign 
Congratulations to your John W. Ryan up for interviews was due to lack 
audience, Melanie! After you had Martin L. Brownstein of publkity. May I remind you 
finished singing about LOVE, and Clark Responds to Editorial that Services for Career Plans 
after those in attendance had Editor: issues a weekly release on all 
gleaned the last "roach" from the Your lead article in the campus recruiting, and that this 
bleachers, members of our November 6 issue of The !thacan, release has been sent each week to 
custodial staff mopped the floor under the by-line of Steve Kavee, The Ithacan, but that rarely has 
where two "mature" people had contained a number of questions The Ithacan seen fit to print these 
urinated· and inaccuracies, which I would releases. 
DougWaite liketocorrect. 4. My response to Mr. 
·co-ordinator, Special Events I. You indicated that I denied Leventhal and Student Congress is 
Physical Plant the Marine Corps recruiting contained in another letter sent 
Rebuke Terwilliger Letter facilities on Tuesday, November you on November 7. May I 
Editor: 3. This is not the case. Although I suggest that you print that leHer 
In his Jetter of November 13 to had been informed, verbally, at along with this. so we may set the 
The Ithacan, E. w. Terwilliger has 10:00 p.m. on November 2 of the record straight. 
hopelessly confused two votebyStudentCongressdenying 5.Maylalsocommendyoufor 
questions. On the one hand, there access to the campus by military your excellent editorial on this 
is the question of whether Ithaca recruiters, I did not in any form subject. Your apparent interest 
College should facilitate recruiting cancel the visit of the Marine and articulateness should go for to 
on campus by the U.S. Marines. Corps for the following day. I felt correct what seems to be distorted 
The second question involves the that any action on the part of evaluation of a topk of basic 
right of free speech on campus. Student Congress should be in my concern to the entire Ithaca 
We hold they are distinquishable hands in writing, before I could College c0mmunity. · 
questions. take any action to reverse the Alexander Clark. Cirector 
With respect to the first oolicy voted on a year ago by Services for Career Plans 
. question the College has the right student Con~ress, and confirmed 
and the responsibility to by student referendum. Editor's Note: Our articles are 
discriminate among those interests Therefore, the Marines, so far as I , objective presentation of facts. 
and organizations with which it is was concerned, were welcome on However, we do apologize for 
complicit. Hypothetically, career campus, and they did, in fact, not having room to print the 
planning would not be expected arrive. However, since no entire recruitment schedule 
to make its facilities available to a students had expressed interest in weekly. 
syndicate of white slavers talking with the Marine 1 
interested in new fodder for their 
illicit trade .. We would certainly 
expect objections from some 
quarter of this community and we 
would expect that the objections 
would be regarded as in order. 
Similarly one would not expect 
the College to be complicit in 
making it possible for the Mafia to 
encourage undergraduates toward 
careers in organized crime. In a 
less dramatic example, it would 
not be unreasonable for any 
constituent part of the .College to 
object to facilitating a 
corporation whose activities give 
support to the regime of South 
Africa and indirectly support the 
inhuman racists policies of that 
government. While we do not 
insist that there is in fact perfect 
analogy between the illegit macy 
of such groups and that of the 
U.S. Marines, students ought not 
to be categorized as barbarians 
because they perceive no 
significant moral difference 
bet ween them. Clearly those 
responsible at the College \\'.OUld 
or should consider the request to 
declare certain organizations 
persona non grata legitimate and 
reasonable. 
Admit t c d I y, the issues I 
surrounding the question of I 
military recruiting on campus is a 
complex one. If one holds, along : 
with many experts in: 
international law, that the U.S. 
involvement in Viet Nam is illegal, 
that the invasion of Cambodia was 
illegal, that our activities in Laos 
are illegal, that our bombing of 
North Vietnam was illegal, and ! 
that the mode of conduct· of 
counter-insurgency wars 
unnecessarily on civilians and 
therefore violates thej 
international laws of war, it would I 
then be reasonable for any 
campus organization to question 
the right of an agent of that series 
of actions to recruit. Hence, it is 
basically a matter of consensus as 
to whom the College ought to 
• ~v' •.. . ' ,, • •" __ ,.::_ 
Turn, Turn, Turn 
by Mike Ainsley 
From the reflecting window of the subway train, I saw his face 
twisted back to Spring. From a block away, I thought, everyone 
looks the same. From behind and a block away, I thought, we arc 
the same. Oh, long days drag into long nights and some look back to 
Spring. But listen, turn, turn, don't always be a December man. 
There are too many other months to be and years enough to try 
them all at least two dozen times, that you should remain a 
December man looking back to Spring. 
If the connection isn't clear man, break it. Call back when you 
can hear and hear what other people say. After all, you probably 
know hearts in love beat faster than hearts too deep in speed. Keep 
trying, keep calling: "Hello. hello, oh, at last hellow." My name for 
yours (and vice versa). Love, peace, fellowship, all things come, 
come to those who come to what they need. 
The image in the reflecting window of the subway train is 
growing. He is growing hair, beard, hope, freedom, love and 
sometimes fear from what his eyes have seen. But like his fear, he 
knows the world will grow worse only by his letting it, only by his 
doing nothing, only by his copping out. 
It is important to prepare and live with a great passion, with a bit 
of Vangor madness, but caution is also a good thing if you Jove your 
ears and value your sanity. 
Turn man turn. grow. grow out, touch it. for your sake, 
communicate. 
The roots never grow that deep inside that they cannot be 
transplanted into the world. Man's tears are cleaner than rain these 
days so don't worry about that. Courage is rarely silent, though I 
suppose it can be. But a majority of silence is not to be wished. You 
might be able to run pretty fast now, but tomorrow will beat you 
_every time. Seeing America first is fine too, but if we can't sec 
ourselves soon. there will be no America to see at all. 
The man in the reflecting window of the subway train is learning 
to look through the mere image ·of a man. There is another world 
past the images of men. There is a world of real men. Having both 
worlds enables both to grow. It is the only way to grow, it is the 
only way to come to your needs. If you can dig it man, it is the only· 
way to·be free. 
The train has stopped now. The reflecting windows swirl in circles 
of water like someone has dropped a stone into the pool. The doors 
open. The reflecting image has moved away into the world 
uncreating attention. He beads through the turn still a Krisply 
(Chris_t) Kid unseen. Now all the mice run up from underground, not 
knowmg among them is a man. There was no poetry on the walls of 
Forty Second Street, but he is not too disappointed. for now there 
will be enough time to write his own . 
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FRANKLY SPEAKING l,r Phil Ftank 
--------------------------------Tripping Around 
by Alison Shor 
---Due to the la..:k of courses offered at RLg1stration. all 
Sophomore, and Freshmen will hc on Sahatkah ncxl ~.:mester. 
* " * :t ** 
--WANTED DEAD OR ALIVI· thc Dean of Aris and 
Science. S 1,000 reward is being offered. 
* * .I: * ,.. 
-The infirmary has demanded thal the founta111~ in front of the 
Performing Arts building be shut down, hccau~e of the amount of 
stud.:nts that have been blown down the'st,ur~. 
.. * * * * 
--Dean Wilhelm has announced that those •;tullents who partook 
in "naughty" activities during the Melanie concert. will he severely 
punished by having to do 20 sit·Ufh.· .5 ~quat-thrusts. anti 30 
jumping-jacks. 
* * * * * 
-·In case you haven't, as of yet, figured out what th,11 silver hall 
outside Friends Hall is, pull the string on its kft ~1dc. It s,1y~· 
"Flowers, Flowers everywhere 
That's why we come to school each year. 
Trees, Trees. for all to set: 
Ithaca College is for me." 
-After this past week of heavy ra111t,dl ont: Ithacan n:porter 
estimated that there were 8,213 worm~ ~quirn1ing around campu~. 
·They arc now giving the ..:ockroa..:hcs some heavy com pct 111011. 
:tr. * * * * 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
To all students at Ithaca College: "'HAPPY TIIANKSGIVING" 
Remember to give thanks not for what you have at IC, but what you 
could have had someplace clac ..... 
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Notes 
by Jim Donald· Jn 
The Physical Plant has installed lot designation signs at all campus 
lots. Students, staff, faculty and administration personnel are 
reminded that all vehicles parked along campus roads, and those not 
parked in designated areas will be ticketed, according to Safety 
Division Superintendent Leo Tracy. 
Tickets are still on sale al the Union for the Campus Charter 
Service buses deparl!ng for Long Island-Roosevelt Field, and 
Westchester-Cross County shoppmg center. Tickets arc on sale from 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. The buses leave from the Union parking lot at 4 
p.m. on Tuesday, November 24, and Wednesday, November 25, at I 
p.m.and return Sunday, November 29. 
* • * • * 
Business Adminisiration students arc participating in the "Pinto 
Project for the Academic Community," designed to bridge the gap 
between classroom theory and marketing practice. The program is 
sponsored by Ford Motor Company. Students and faculty have the 
use of a Pinto automobile, accompanied by research and reference 
materials for a five-week period to develop their own teaching and 
research projects. 
* * * • * 
First semester textbooks arc being sold at the dorm six bookstore 
until November 30. At that time they will he returned to the 
puhlishcr to make room for second semester texts. 
* • * • * 
Pre-registration will be the topic of discussion Sunday night, 
November 22, at 9 p.111. The WICB phone lines will be open to talk 
with guc~ts Registrar Robert Regala, and Assistant Dean of Arts ar,d 
Sciences Travis llou~cr. The program will he broadcast on WICB AM 
and FM. 
* * * * * 
Francis Carter of the Black Panther Party will speak at 8 p.m. 
Monday. November 23, in the Memorial Room of Willard Straight 
Hall on the Cornell campus. 
Kent State l111w1tUhnf/ II Amasses 18 . • E . $3,000 · : ureaucrat,c go,s~. 
CPS-A total of S3,000 was col- \ by Mark Spiro 
lected in one week for the legal With the usurpation of the Student Directory from Delta Kappa 
defonse of the 25 Kent students this semester, Ithaca College has reached a new plateau in 
anct faculty members indicted by administrative bureaucracy. But administrative bureaucracy and 
a special Ohio grand jury, manipulation of the student body is not new to Ithaca-College as we 
according to the Kent Stater, the know from past problems such as the parking situation, cutbacks in 
student newspaper. S 1,000 has EOP funds, possible mandatory on-campus housing for 1972-73, and 
been spent on bail money. the academic stagnancy which exists in the liberal arts department. 
William Kunstler, the lawyer However, this current problem has a unique quality in that rather 
' who defended the Chicago Eight, then offering to assist Delta Kappa in making their publication 
has offered to defend the Kent procedures more efficient, the administration took on a kind of 
State :25. Counsel has not etherealattitudethatreakedofegotism.CoulditbethatthePublic 
announced whether the students Relations Department has nothing better to do than to relieve 
indicted will seek ·a special federal students of their own projects? If so, someone had better tell 
grand jury investigation. Holmes Hall, Clarke Hall, and all other autonomous dorms and 
The money. collected during organizations that their projects are under the scrutinous eye of Big 
the first week following the Brother -sometimes known as the administration. 
indictments, was funneled Assurances by Delta Kappa that they would remedy the 
through two organizations that publication problem that they experienced in I 969 brought little 
were immediately set up._ They sympathy from any member of the faculty or administration though 
have since merged into one fund. ardent efforts were made by the members of D.K. to reverse the 
The Kent Legal Defense Fund, decision. In fact, it almost appeared as th.,ugh "administration all 
which incorporates the Peoples the way" comaraderie existed in the higher echelons of the 
Defense Fund created by administration. Even this year it appears as though this precedent is 
m e m b e rs o f t he Yo u t h strongly entrenched in all the wrong places. 
International Party, is still It seems that the administration labeled Delta Kappa 
receiving donations through P.O. "irresponsible" when their publication appeared on November 2, 
Box 116, Kent Ohio, 44240. 1969. The administration's new Student Directory appeared on 
Meanwhile, a whole series of November 9, 1970. I therefore regretfully take the liberty of labeling 
notables have released plans to the administration irresponsible. Unfortunately this accusation can 
come t o Kent , some for be further substantiated. The student body and prospective students 
fund - raising. others for have yet to see a 1971 Ithaca College Catalogue or Bulletin and 
appearances: rumors are that the prospects of seeing this publication are dubious 
---Dr. Benjamin Spock, who before early Spring. 
was involved in campaigns, has Delta Kappa Fraternity started the guide in 1947 as a public 
agreed to speak at Kent following service to the College and has published it annually since then. It is 
the elections; an extremely complex task requiring a staff of ten to twenty 
-Joan Baez and Ira Sandperl persons. To pay for the printing cost of the directory, Delta Kappa 
from the California Instil utc for sold space for commercial ads to be placed in the publication. Stop! 
the Study of Nonviolence held Notice there are no ads in the new directory. This raises an 
workshops on November I 3 to int cresting question. How did Ithaca College appropriate the 
discuss non-violent politics. No approximately $2000 necessary. for printing? Why is your tuition 
concert was given. going up next semester? The correlation is obvious and repelling. 
s 5 
It appears as though student initiative is an irrelevant variable 
when the administration is involved in policy-making decisions. This 
is u n fort unatc as this strategy inhibits student-administration 
rapport and working relationships between the two groups. For 
whom does this college function anyway, the administration or the 
student? Sometimes you can't really tell. 
continued from page I New Apartments 
to go to 130 residents of Quarry 
for Thursday, November 19. Rick and the residents of Vakntine. 
Slone, chairman of the Quarry According to Bazinet, those I Dorm Steering Committee said living in the apartments will be 
I that every effort will be made to considered off-campus residents. keep groups of friends together. The College will merely act as Dorm 29, known as the "bomb landlord, and residents will have shelter" because of its inground virtual autonomy. There will be construction is being saved for the no dorm governments as such. 
I 25menwhoarecurrentlylivingin .Students will elect one the fraternity house on University represent at i ve to Student Avenue. The tentative schedule Cqngress. Any staff couple living calls for the remaining 248 spaces in the apartments will be there in .,. _____________ .. an advisory capacity only. I The new apartments contain 
I CLOYD QUI many features that make living in 
15.6Bmlrald. 
them exceptionally desirable. 
They will have electric heat that 
can be controlled on a 
room-to-room basis. Walls may be 
painted any color the resident 
desires. The College will .paint the 
cinderblock ceilings this summer. 
Outlets for cable television are 
provided in each apartment. 
"TUNEABLE" DANCING ..,.,., night Students desiring a phone must furnish their own, as there are no 
centrex or pay phones planned. 
Some negative comments have 
been raised concerning. the 
uncarpeted spiral staircases. As of 
now there are no plans to carpet 
them. Bazinet is confident 
Instamatic X-25 
FLASH CAMERA OUTFIT 
REVERBERATION UNIT 
Connects to cui~ radio, prod~ces 19 9 7 
a 2-source musical reproduction. · 
Super-sensitive reception. Easily 
mounted with 2 screws. Chrome-
finished wah:1ul groin lace plate. . 
r_R~w Price 24.97 
I 
. .• 
EXOCTIC DANCERS 
from N.Y.C. 
3 Shows - 10, 11, 12 
(local talent wantwd) 
Sunclays - l.ock ... 
continued on· page 9 
MEADOW STREET SERVICE 
.Complete Servicing for Foreign Cars 
,:xperien~ed Foreign Car Mechanic on Duty 
Mobil Service 
540 V\;· State St. 273-8885 
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Science Building Houses Greenhouse Cohen Case continued from page 1 
by Betsy M:Lane 
A visitor walking across the 
campus of Ithaca College may, as 
he leaves the Union, notice the 
white dome attached to the back 
of the science building and 
wonder what its purpose is. Well. 
as most people on campus already 
know, this structure houses the 
'college greenhouse. In fact, it is 
one of the points made known to 
Freshmen during pre-registration 
that this building is a greenhouse 
and not an astronomy observation 
point or planetarium. 
who wish to grow their own little 
unspecified plants in the 
greenhouse, but when asked what 
kind of plan ts they wish to grow, 
she says the students become 
rather vague. Of course these 
requests have to be denied. The 
greenhouse does receive many of 
its plants through donations 
though. The societ-y that helps to 
keep the campus ground beautiful 
sometimes leaves plants there, as 
do students who want their plants 
cared for for a time, and then 
never reclaim them. Other plants 
are specifically ordered for and by 
the College. 
By this time of year the paint 
on the greenhouse dome is 
beginning to wear thin and you 
can catch a glimpse of the 
profusion of plants inside, but a 
better idea would be to walk in 
some time and look closely at the 
floral masses there. 
US Rulings 
Reversed 
By Court 
(CPS )-The Appellate Division 
of the State Suprem_e Court in 
Rochester has unanimously 
reversed the contempt of court 
convictions against 45 State 
University of New York at. 
Buffalo faculty members. 
The faculty were convicted in a 
Miss Cohen then testified on 
the procedural irregularities in the 
case. She reiterated her 
contention that Dr. Niewyk did 
not wam her to leave the class and 
called his term disruption a 
.. subjective interpretation." She 
denied Dr. Niewyk's claim that 
she was the leader in the incident 
saying that it was a group action. 
She entered into evidence, a 
letter from one of the students 
involv,.d in the incident. The 
letter p.:rtially stated that before 
any discussion, permission had 
been obtained from Dr. Niewyk 
to ask a question on the strike. 
Dr. Nicwyk said that the 
permission was granted for just a 
question on his final policy and 
anything else was irrelcvent. 
Miss Cohen said that the war 
and the strike arc always relcvcnt 
and that she was trying to engage 
in an open forum not a 
disruption. She called Dr. 
Niewyk's statement "fascist 
thugs", .. unprofessional and 
legally slanderous." 
During this exchange in court, 
Dr. Niewyk repeatedly 
mispronounced Miss Cohen's 
name. He continued even after it 
was explained that the name was 
not Cohan, like the composer. 
There were some brief 
outbursts from the audience but 
they did not continue after the 
court warned those involved that 
the room would be cleared if it 
continued. 
The white paint now .coating 
the dome is there to keep out 
strong sun rays that manage to hit 
South Hill during the summer. 
The paint also hides whatever 
might be growing inside the 
greenhouse, leading some people 
to wonder as to just what is going 
on inside. Mostly what can be 
found there are plants, both 
exotic and domestic - all 
growing. The vast majority of 
plants have no other purpose than 
to provide decoration. A few of 
them arc being cultivated by 
st udcn ts and faculty of the 
College for research and 
experimentation, and a small 
number are used in the biology 
laboratories. It is good though to 
be able to see plants whenever 
you want to; and during the 
middle of the long cold winter if 
you suddenly get a craving to see 
something green and alive, the 
plants at the greenhouse are there 
to reassure you- that spring will 
eventually come again. 
The varietiJ!s of plants that 
crowd the greenhouse range from 
cactus and orchids to the forest 
( ems that are so abundant in 
Ithaca's own woods. There are 
devilish looking spear-like plants, 
tobacco that is in blossom at this 
time, various beautiful and sweet 
flowers, favorite plants of 
Many plants line the greenhouse interior. h b 8 b G ldb · p oto y ar o erg 
highly celebrated case last April of 
violating a court injunction 
prohibiting disruptions of 
"normal university activities" by 
participating in a sit-in in Hayes 
Hall last March. The sit-in was 
staged to protest the police 
occupation on this campus during 
the first oftwo ciTstur~ances th.is 
spring. 
Improper Conduct Defined 
The defense concluded that 
since there was no damage or 
bodily harm that the term 
disruption, as st:1ted in the 
Henderson Law, was 
inappropriate. Four witnesses for 
the defense described what 
happened the day they went into 
Dr. Niewyk's class. They said that 
unknown species, and four banana 
trees that' actually bear fruit. In 
fact the last bunch of bananas 
yielded by a tree are said to have 
ended up baked in a banana cream 
pie. 
The plants are carefully tended 
by people such as Iris Goldfarb, 
one greenhouse caretaker. She 
seems to honestly enjoy her work 
and tells how she hears \isitors 
speculating on the dome's 
function as they pass by it. She 
has also had requests from students continued on page 8 
Pre-Holiday Sale ENDS THIS 
SATURDAY 
SAVINGS IN E~Y DEPARTMENT. 
Wool pant suits, 3 pc .• reg. 10.00 ........... 48.90 
J • ts H.1.S. for Her, reg. 19 99 un1or coa ' 35.00 to 50.00 . • 
Jumpers, famous make, sizes 5-15, reg. 20.00 .......... s.oo 
A l • kn• 'f • .&.- navy onty 19 90 cry IC 1t pan SUlut, re8.2s.oo • 
Panty hose Cantrecell Agilon, Micre Mesh,. 
reg. 2.00-3.00 pr ......................................................... 2 for 3.00 
for men 
Famous brand watches, ;..:'::en 19.99 
Special group of sportswear, 
values to 12.99 ................................... S.OQ, 7 .OQ, 9.0Q 
Dresses, reg. 12-22.00..... S.00, 8.00,- 11.00 
Gwen Pennington stretch wigs, 9.90 
Wool slack-. plaid, reg. I l.00 .................................................. 8.99 
Penna press sport shirts, res.5.oo ............. 3.99 
Decorator sofa pillow·s, reg. 1.98.................... 99ct: 
Bra slips, famous make, reg. 7-12.00............... 4.99, S.99 
Dacron · polyester bed pillows, 2.99 
6.99, 7.99 
odds 'n ends, 1.99 to 9.99 
M ' . ens sweaters, reg.10-12.00 ....•.......... 
. . . 
Table of lingerie, 
Junior sliuts, famous name, reg I 1-15.00 .......................... 6.99 
Better blouses, reg.9.00 .................................. . 2.99-
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Ithaca's Exclusive Keepsake Dealer 
ALTMAN & GREEN is 
the only store in Ithaca 
chosen to sell 
Keepsake Dia monds. 
Come in and see why. 
on .. :),J '"·' ·I c ·~ SI;, 00 
Divided payments. orrcnged 
"Tht! Hou1e of Personal Srr.,no· .a,,, R1J1•,1 "~i1·,,,,r 
S'kaall~·s •- '::= 
Open Friday Nights 'til 9 P.M.® 
Altma£&Green ~t~ 
~.JJa,,s Jewelers' -=:: 
c.A 11e.1rJ g~ stota. 144 8.~t,St.1eet •tl1.~-l8tO• 
~NwTnl ... 
When you know 
it's for keeps 
Happily, all your special moments together will be 
symbolized forever by your engagement and 
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake is in the 
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality 
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement 
diamond is flawless, of superb color, and precise 
cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of 
many lovely styles. He's in the yellow 
pages under "Jewelers." 
~12sa.ke! 
REGISTERED DIAMOND RINGS 
I 
Ring, f,orr, $ I 00 10 SI 0,0:0 T-M Rrg A H PMd Comocnv 
r------------------------. I HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING I I Pleose send now 20 poge boollet, "Plonn;ng Your EngogeMent and Wedd;ng" I 
I 41nd full color folder, both for only 25c. Also, tell r""e how to obtoin the beautiful 44 po9e e,;de', Keep,ale Bool at half pr,ce. F-70 I 
I I IN, ... _________________ , 
I I I Add,."----------------------- I I ca, _________ -...!C•------1 
I s,.,, ___________________ z,, ____ I 
~!!~~:...~.!:!~~.!,!~G...:: !_~x.,.,.90._ SYR~Cl;;_~-~-!.:...!!~· I 
Kole Is M'agnificenf. Cohen Case 
I continued from page 7 
Del. ht Aud,·ence they had itone to quite a few f g $ other classes that d-ay with out 
by Jim Donaldson 
It was an interesting thought. I probably remember their act. 
Someone seated directly behind They confounded the scientific 
me in the capacity filled Bailey minds of the country for over 40 
Hall auditorium at Cornell with their ability to communicate 
remarked, "In 1870 this show with a spirit from the afterworld. 
must have been great." The response they received from 
His reference was obviously their invisible partner was always 
not directed at the Andre Kole a solitary thump for a "yes" 
performance given last Thursday communication or two thumps 
night so much as the type of show for a negative response. Then one 
Kole presented. evening in New York in front of a 
Kole is billed as America's capacity house they revealed the 
leading illusionist and he was entire hoax to the world. We~it 
good. Though one has seen or seems the eldest of the two Fox 
heard of the feats of magical sisters developed the ability to 
prowess before, and in some cases crack the joint in her big toe, 
may have claimed knowledge of thereby creating the thumping 
how the trick is pulled off, there sound once the foot was bared to 
wasn't a snicker or a whisper to be the floor. 
heard as Kole proved once again B u t p e r ha p s t he m o s t 
that the craft of Merlin and his astounding demonstration the 
decendants is still as ingeniously illusionist gave all evening was in 
beguiling and befuddling as it ever the second half of the show. Kole 
was. Whether it was the feat of presented his own "amazing 
sawing a girl in half at the waist predictions of the future ... based 
while she lay encased in a slender on his investigations of the 
wooden chest, expo~ing only her miracles of Christ from the 
hands and feet -- or the viewpoint of an illusionist." (His 
instantaneous transformation of a appearance was sponsored by the 
flaming sliver of hemp into a Campus Crusade for Christ 
walking cane, Kole proved himself International.) 
a master. And, even though one He spoke of the 27 signs, all 
was quite sure the girl he reported in the Bible allegedly 
separated was a contortionist who marking the return of the 
drew her entire frame inside the: "physical" ChrLc;t. However 
forward half of the wooden box; controversial the information was, 
because the illusion was so precise his knowledge of the information 
and beautifully executed, one and his relation of it to the 
couldn't help but have second present was strong enough to 
thoughts about whether maybe, sway more than one mind in his 
just maybe, he really did sever direction. A quick glance at the 
that young body in two and with 3rd an_d __ l~H_h_ch.apters of 
a wave of the hand and a flash of Zachariah, Luke 21, or the 28th 
the eye, reunite the disassembled chapter of Deuteronomy will give 
parts. Maybe there is something to one an idea of what he discussed .. 
this "trickery!" There were two chapters of 
He began with a discourse on recorded words in the Bible which 
the supernatural "frauds" in the he made especially strong 
business. He discounted the reference to. 
any incidents. The aim was to 
educate the students on the war 
and the strike. Before discussing 
anything one of the group asked 
Dr. Niewyk's permission to ask 
him some questions. He agreed,· 
answered the question, and 
continued his lecture. The 
questions persisted. A 11 the 
witnesses mentioned a loud noise 
"like a book slamming the desk" 
followed by Dr. Niewyk's 
comment on "fascist thugs" as the 
class was dismissed. 
As each witness testified, Dr. 
Niewyk asked them to spell their 
names presumably to find out 
who was involved in the incident. 
The loud slam was, after some 
disagreement on its nature, 
identified by Dr. Niewyk as his 
fist hitting the desk. Commenting, 
he said, "I do not take kindly to 
disruptions." 
Summation 
The prosecution summed up 
their case by saying that only one 
student was given "permission to 
speak " and that this was not "to 
be considered carte blanche for 
discussion." He again mentioned 
that he felt the incident was a 
violation of his academic freedom. 
Dr. Fireside's summation for 
the defense stated that there was 
no disruption but instead a free 
discussion. The people involved, 
he said, were de facto auditors 
and the basic issue raised was 
whether "one man's disruption 
was another man's lively class 
discussion." 
Chief Justice John Sadwith 
delivered the decision saying that 
since Dr. Niewyk did not in their 
estimation follow proper 
procedure under the Henderson 
Law (section I and 2), the case 
was dismissed. 
Alarm System 
predictions of Jean Dixon (a noted The first was Matthew 24. The 
clairvoyant) labelling them more other, Revelations 9, 21, and 22. 
inference than revelation. Both, according to Kole, pertain 
According to Kole, President very closely to events taking place 
Kennedy's death as predicted by today. Revelations presupposes continued from page I 
Dixon, was nothing more than an that on the day of atone·ment Maintenance Superintendent, 
educated deducement. He stated those present at the last Charles Keirns, feels that a central 
that history has shown "every judgement will be the Sorcerers .. alarm system is an important 
President elected in a year ending Don't be mislead, said Kole. The consideration for IC. Under this 
in 'O' died in office." This word does not refer to the likes of system, when an alarm goes off in 
reasoning would dictate that it Merlin. It refers rather, when a building, it would immediately 
could happen again. The slender translated into its Greek form 
h register on a master panel, which 
· wizard of the deceptive art t en (pharmakeutikos) to the drug 
would probably be located at 
related a number of Dixon's most handlers. In other words when the Safety. Safety would know of the 
notable flop predictions; pusher predominates,thetimehas 
especially her report that the Viet come. fire immediately and not have to 
N depend on a phone call from the 
am War would end in the early As so me perceptive fellow Head Resident or a student before 
60's.Later,Kolesaid,sheupdated wrote in the advertising 
h , - . notifying the Fire Department t e pred1ct1on each year until promoting the show: "this will no downtown. Mr Keirns said that finally giving up around 1968. doubt be the most unusual 
this system could be connected Kole then delighted the program you will ever witness." 
d with boiler alarms, temperature au ience with a series of WhetheronegreetswhatKolesaid 
h controls, and related areas, P enomenal feats of illusory and performed with skepticism, or 
f making it even more valuable. prowess be ore discussing another beli_eves every word and sight f h Once a central system is installed, 
o_ t e more colorful frauds in the i determinedly was insignificant. it could even be hooked up with a 
hJStory of supernatural illusion. The fact was apparent, that when line running directly to the station 
They were sisters. The name the 3500 persons left Bailey Hall's downtown, giving it direct 
:,vas Fox, and if you were around amphitheatre, they were visibly notification of the fire. It would 
in the early 20's you would awed. t------------------------------4 be an expense to install this 
d.s. 
central system, but these men feel 
it would be an important and 
valuable safety device. They say 
that IC has basically good 
protection for students in case of 
fire, but it is the buildings which 
are in more danger. Nevertheless, 
it would be conceivable that for 
some strange reason a fire could 
occur, no one notify Safety, and 
several people's lives be 
endangered trapped in a building, 
due .merely to the lack of a phone 
-continued onpage 9 
To·Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE 272 - 2111 
ff & H Uquor & ·Wines 
218 .E. State St. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
Your Ci...t Uquor 
Slore·to Campue 
.- J. :-- ... "' ... ·,~ ....,,.-~ ' • -
Alarm Systemj •pression Condemned 
continued from page_ 4 
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modern means used to ~epress us-helicopters and various noxiou~ I gasses- we are convinced t~at the U.S. gov~rnment is m_ore a~d 1111..>11.-
, interfering with our internal Mfa~rs and en~angenn~ <;rnr 
! self-determination and sovereignty. Despite the terrible reprcss_1on. 
' the use of American-provided helicopters and tear gas to the Saigon 
-
continued from page 8 I 
call to Safety. And imagine calling i 
Safety to report a fire and finding j 
both lines busy! I 
Chief Weaver also cited other 
problems in access and fighting 
fires: Hydrants in the quad are 
often along walkways and not by 
roads, and parked cars often 
create access difficulties, 
especially at the Towers and the 
Terraces. Not all cngmes can get 
under the Terrace dorms either, 
perhaps due to more concern for 
architecture than for access and 
safety. Chief Weaver finally stated 
that finding buildings on campus 
would be made much easier if the 
college would stop renumbering 
the buildings and name the roads. 
Keirns and Policay stressed 
that students: often do not help 
safety matters themselves. One 
danger is room decoration. The 
flannel and cloth which many 
students hang from the ceiling and 
around the room, along with 
other "mod" decorations,. are 
often fire hazards since they burn 
rather easily.- This is. ~omething 
students should know and perhaps 
be informed of before decorating 
a room·:· Again, like some 
archite.cts, many students may be 
more concerned with looks than 
safety. 
Mr. Policay also noted that 
vandalism is a major problem as 
far as fl r-: alarms and safety 
devices .. re concerned. Fire 
extinguishers have been removed 
or tampered with and may 
therefore prove to be missing or 
of little value when a fire occurs. 
Paper has been stuffed into gongs, 
circuits disrupted, and bulbs have 
been taken from fire alarm panels. 
The gongs themselves have been 
removed from alarms and the 
heat-sensitive devices on ceilings 
of rooms have been partially 
removed or tampered with. When 
hanging decorations from the 
ceiling, tape is sometimes put over 
this device. This makes it about 
twice less sensitive to heat as 
before. 
All of these things make it 
more likely that a student will be 
caught in a fire, or not even know ! 
about one. Even with a central : 
alarm system, if these devices are 
tampered with, it is evident that 
no detection of a fire will be made 
or alarms will not" be heard 
throughout the building. Danger 
and higher costs in maintenance I 
also result. PerlJaps for just one of 1 
the problems above, be it the lack 
of a central alarm system or 
student tampering, a fire may 
someday not be detected until it 
is too late. 
Wehave reJ?eatedly expressed o_ur wishes for a!1 imme_diate end to 
this inhuman and futile war, but this government still goes its own~ay, 
with its military ·solution. The military training program at the 
universities is part of the process of militarizing all the Vietnamese 
people, especially the Vietnamese youth to serve a military 
dictatorship. . 
We, the students, strongly oppose such politics. The program is a 
great waste of time a·nd energy to us. We think that more effort 
should be directed to work a peaceful negotiation and to work a 
reconstruction and social, political, economical, and cultural 
development of Vietnam rather than the continuous military effort. 
For these two main reasons, we are determined not to accept the 
military training program. 
Repression By Governm~nt . 
While we were conducting our meeting inside the auditorium of 
the Center o~ Agriculture. a great number of secret and combat 
_1;,oliccmen encircled and blockaded our Center. They tore up the 
l>anners and posters which we put at the entrance of the Center. 
When we stepped out of the auditorium. we were immediately 
assailed by squadrons of combat and secret police. Hundreds of tear 
gas and nausea cans were at once launched at us from all sides. We 
tried to run and to take refuge but we were more and more tightly 
blockaded. Just at that moment we were completely alarmed at 
seeing two helicopters flying around our heads at about 10 meters 
above us. These helicopters fired down series of tear gas rockets and 
"flame rockets" (these are about the size of a cigarette pack which 
burn the people) which caused serious wounds and burns to many of 
us. Some of us were burnt at the very moment the helicopters threw 
down their rockets. Many of us who ran to take the refuge were run 
after and clubbed and stoned by the police. 
Student Huynh Tan Mam, president of the Saigon Student Union 
and the Vietnamese Student Union. was clubbed and kicked 
unconscious. Student Tran Hoai, president of Hue Student Union. 
was hit on the head, bleeding. Student Le Van Nuoi, president of 
High School Student Union, was also beaten to unconsciousness. 
The repression lasted for half and hour, after which many of the 
students and people who managed to escape were wounded by the 
poisonous. chemical products used to repress. 
'We students, denounce to the public opinion at home and abroad 
the bloody and barbarous acts of Nguyen van l"l1ieu government on 
August 30, 1970. 
False Accusations 
The statement of the government that they repressed us because 
we were trying to demolish the Senate election on that same day is 
wholly misleading and an unacceptable justification. The day we 
organized our congress was just coincidental with the election day. 
We must assert once again. that on the day our congress was being 
held inside the university building, that was part of our student 
activity and that the issues of the congress being on military training. 
has nothing to do with the disturbing of an election. We had 
absolutely no intention to destroy the election. 
Our Government And How We Feel 
On the contrary, we are firmly convinced that the government is 
being more and more totalitarian. The Saigon government 1s 
continuing to disrespect the people, the constitution and democratic 
institutions of the nation. It still uses violence to reinforce its 
dictator regime. We arc especially convinced that the government 
had made a calculated plot to repress us at our student congress. 
The government knew that on that day, most of the public was 
directed toward the election. Most national and foreign reporters 
were at the election booths to report on the election. Therefor,!!, the 
government wanted to seize that occasion to launch on us the most 
barbarous repression and tried to get in any cost our student leaders 
so that our true voice could be extinguished. Also the fact that some 
of the Vietnamese reporters who were present at the repression were 
beaten, their cameras, tapes and cquipm.:nts were taken and broken 
by the police, cannot conceal the ruthlcs~ intention of the 
government. 
On August- 30 1970, Nguyen Van Thieu carried out his orders of 
July I 5,1970, witen he vowed to "beat to death"' those calling for 
"immediate peace". He said on that day, "I am ready to smash all 
movements calling for peace at any price because I'm still much of a 
soldier. .. We will beat to death the people who arc demanding 
P R • f t• immediate peace." re- 8J11S ra ,on On the same day, national police chief, Brig. Gen. Tran Van Hal, 
continued from page 6 told his police chiefs to use "strong measures. including bayonnets 
however that their gridded surfa~e and bullets" to smash all demonstrations "at any price". ch to IOB, 
.. .The Government's Justification will prevent _accidents. h" h 
On September I , Trang Si Tan, the Saigon police c 1ef w o 
These extra features (excluding directed the August 30th repression, told us that the means he used 
phone and tv charges) will cost to repress us were "only one tenth of the means used by the 
each resident an extra $20 in ., h 
American government to repress American demonstrations and e 
room charges. Plans arc now being a ct ually was performing "only one twentieth of what upper 
studied to elimina~e e~tra char~es j authorities ordered to him". -
by doing away with linen serVJce I The fact that the government repressed us so violently on the 
and/or maid service. very day after the departure of' the American Vice President, Spiro 
The College is financing the Agnew, is significant. What important measures, Agnew came to 
construction of the apartments I make, "to help solve the war," we have not seen yet. But through the 
with a $2,888,000 loan from the ·,---------------,r------------,1 Housing and Urban Development I 
division of the federal 
government. The low interest !~an i 
from HUD covers everything I 
except movable furniture, which I 
the College must provide out of 
its own funds . 
... -----':"""------,: 
Your Plumber or 
Heating Dealer 
HULL HEATING & 
PLUMBING INC. 
For Courteous and 
Dependable Service 
Klkhen Aid 
804 W. Seneca St. 
272 • 3550 Ithaca, N.Y, 
. '" .. · ... -
WELCOME I.C. STUDENTS 
TO 
~tfA11, 
The'"' Ui,PY 
Specializing in Italian Food 
New Neapolitan Chef 
SPECIALS ON 
DINNERS • LUNCHES 
CARRYOUTS 
TAKE RTE. 13 
, Exit 3rd St. 
..4laO Cll'l'IIIUE 
JY ASIIINC'l'ON 
.COlJNTY 
$2.tiO 
THIS •wra:'EEK.-
-- ~ BBCORD SROP~I 
government, and the unjustified arrest and !mpris_onment of our 
students, the American authorities have remained silent. 
More U.S. Support 
The fact that the U.S. government cont111Ul's to ~u~p~rt a 
dictatorship regime, a military one like the present one of_ l h1eu. 
leads us to conclude that the U.S. government i_~ an aggress_1vc one 
and whatever reason the U.S. government is usrng to contmue its 
presence in South Vietnam, we no longer believe. . 
We know many American people desire to help the Vietnamese 
people end this war Therefore. ~ach dollar tha! th~.American peo111c 
contribute is supposedly destined for PEA( E. and not tor 
destruction. Despite our protests howl'ver. the ll.S. and Saigon 
government still ignore all of us. Thl' policy co1_11inucs to l>l' one of 
·war rather than one trying for the peaceful solut10n. 1 
We therefore, call on all the concerned 11uliv1duals and 
organizations in the world to: . . . 
Help us immediately stop the dktator~hip ot Thieu ~ reg11ne at 
the present time and the military support of ouls1lle p_o~\'crs. ~Ve call 
on your efforts to end support lo the war pohc1e~ ot these 
governments and to help us denounce those violent measllrl'~ u~ed to 
reinforce Thieu's regime. 
In particular, we call on your t!ffort~ to help m struggle. 
Buffalo: 
, Rochester: 
Syracuse: 
Albany: 
High Notes 
appearing at Kleinhans Musu.: Hall 
TRAFFIC, Nov. 23, 8:30 p.m. 
SUPREMES, Dec. 6, 7 & I 0:30 p.m. 
appearing at War Memorial Stadmm 
JACKSON 5, Nov. "!.7. 8:00 p.m. 
appearing at War Memorial Stadium 
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE, Nov. 20, 8:30 p.m. 
JACKSON 5. Nov. 28, 8:30 p.m. 
appearing at War Memorial Stadium 
THE BAND, Nov. 21. 8:30 p.111. 
appearing al City Armory 
TRAFFIC, Nov. 20, 8:30 p.rn. 
appearing at Albany State University 
TOM RUSH & GORDON LIGHTFOOT, De;;_ 5, 9 p.m. 
:S:l<I 
<Slt~~I< 
l>~AK 
.,(J Sid 41ea 
fJ~fN,$1&ku 
q(YJ, $/deM, 
Giimf0 ~:;,, A:sn 
SKI LESSON PACKAGE 
7-1 hour le11on1 
Expert Instruction 
Beginner - Racing 
31 hours of Night 
Skiin!t 
Registration Dec. 3. 4. 7-11 
Union Lobby 10 am-4 pm 
Lenon starts Jan. 11 
More Information 
274-3202 
<<)~TLAN ~, NY. 
_, _____ ., 
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Cagers Look To Season Opener MIAA Play Begins 
by Phil Chardis 
With the season opener 
scheduled for two weeks from 
tomorrow, the Ithaca varsity 
basketball team heads into its 
second month of practice next 
week, with a sharp eye on 
fmproving on last year's 8-13 
record. The Bombers take on 
Oswego at Ben Light Gym on 
December 5, in the season's initial 
contest. Coach Hugh Hurst has 
seven returnees from last year, 
four of whom were starters at 
season's end. Some fine 
transfer-student talent plus the 
sophs up from last year's 
freshman team give the team 
strong depth, ·and give Hurst alot 
to choose from when he looks for 
the right combination. 
---
MIAA Basketball 
Standings as of 
Monday, November 16: 
PRO LEAGUE 
East 
I COLLEGIATE LEAGUE 
W -L I North W -L ] . Panthers 
2. HHH Revistcd 
3. Bearded Clams 
4. Nadits 
5. Ragmen 
6. 13th Floor 
7. Sons of Am. Rev. 
8. Merkins 
Central 
I. Pops 
2. Hot Flashes 
3. Speedboys 
4. Fire House 5 
5. Brooksies Brewers 
6. Rip Offs 
7. Dorm Nine "A" 
8. Nestles Quick 
West 
I. Spartans 
2. Phi EK 
3. Delta Kappa 
4. The Queer Wing 
5. Pi Lambda Chi 
6. Quarry Athletic S. 
7. Talcott Tods 
8. Landon Animals 
::? -0 I. Commoners 2 -0 
I -0 2. The Family I -0 
I-0\3.13thFloor 1-0 
I -I 4. The Day After I -I 
I - I 5. Light Horses O -2 
O -I 6. Peach Fuzz O -::! 
0 -I 
0 -2 
W-L 
2 -0 
2 -0 
I -0 
I -0 
0 -I 
0 -I 
0 -2 
0 -2 
W-L 
2 -0 
2 -0 
I -0 
I -0 
0 -I 
0 -I 
0 -2 
0 -2 
South 
I. Sonics 
2. Celtics 
3. Gremlins 
4. Grumps 
5. Felix 
6. Court Jesters 
Other MIAA Notes: 
W-L 
I -0 
I -0 
I -I 
I -I 
0-1 
0 -I 
MIAA is interested in forming 
an advisory council, consisting of 
student representatives from all 
men's dorms on campus. These 
representatives ( either elected or 
appointed by the local governing 
unit) shall relay the interests and 
wishes of students for intramural 
activities to the MIAA office, and 
assist in the implementation of 
new programs. For further 
information, contact Herbert 
I Broadwell or Louis Munch· in the MIAA office, x3320. 
.................................................................... 
Soccer Highlights 
Thanks to a comeback which decisions to St. Bonaventure, 
saw six wins in its last eight starts, Brockport, Niagara and Cortland. 
Ithaca Co llcge's 1970 varsity The Bombers reversed their skid 
soccer team was the School's and roared back to beat St. John 
Leading the lettermen back is 
Captain Brian Chafin, a 6'1" 
senior (but with an extra semester 
of eligibility). Chafin has done his 
captain's duties well this year, and 
had the team on the court playing 
and getting in shape even before 
practice could officially begin. He 
led drives to obtain team blazers 
for away trips, and high basketball 
socks that Ithaca has needed for 
quite a while, On the court, the 
leader of the Bombers can go at 
guard or forward and, either way, 
ranks as probably the club's best 
defensive player. Chafin, as a 
transfer student, could not start 
varsity play until second semester 
last year, and he was a major 
factor in· bringing the team's 
record to 8-13 after a terrible 1-8 
beginning, 
Another starter back is 6 '4" 
junior center' Mike Williams. 
Williams was fantastic last year off 
the boards, practically handling 
the rebounding chores all by 
himself. Mike broke school 
records fer rebounds in a single 
game, rebounds for a season, and 
average rebounds per game 
(season), as a sophomore, and 
should be even better this year. At 
his present pace, Mike can easily 
break all the school's rebounding 
records presently held by Greg 
Albano, and Albano was an 
Cagers begin second month of practice with seventh straight winner. Fisher, Alfred, Oswego and 
Photo by Chud·. Miller The B b h · 't h d S t b f d · .., I eye on improving last year's record. om crs aven a a cran on, c ore roppmg a --
All-American. With improved 
shooting, Mike is another threat 
with which !C's opponents must 
contend, and this takes some 
defensive pressure off the outside 
shooters. Coach Hurst is counting 
heavily on Williams, and he could 
be the key to a successful year. 
The two other starters coming 
back from the '69-'70 Bombers 
a re juniors Paul Veronesi and 
Dave Diblcr. Veronesi, a 6'1" 
~uard, was the leading scorer on 
"HAPPY'S HOUI 
PIIDAY J - 5 P.M. 
PITCMII 0, '"1111 KIMG Of ..... 
IUDWIIIII - ILII 
1.N.A•""'8St. 
SATURDAYS 3P.M.'tlll 7'11 
ILOODY MAlY'S .&0 
·-~---------------J 
losing record since 1963. decision to R.P.1. which cost them 
last year's club ( 19.::! average) and IC started fast this year with a the Independent College Athletic 
is sure to draw the opponent's top 5-0 win over Clarkson, but then Conference championship. 
defensive man this year. Paul has a slumped and dropped close The highlight of the season for 
great outside shot and can also 1=::::::=:=::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ Coach Forbes Keith and crew was 
driveonhismanforthcscore.He the 2-1 loss to the nation's 
has a shot at being the leading A dark horse. is 6'3" Dave number two team, Hartwick. IC is 
scorer in IC history, and he'll be Hollowell, either at guard or the only team to score on the 
around for another year after this forward. Dave was the leading Warriors this year, and was not far 
one. Diblcr, also 6'! ", plays as a scorer for the frosh last year, and away from being the only team to 
forward, and rivals Veronesi as the had several 30-point nights. He beat them. 
best shot on the team. When can add shooting and height to Two trips to Rochester 
Diblcr gets hot, he's like a thestartingfive,andisbeinggiven provided IC with its winning 
machine with no stop button. He a long look by the Bomber record as the Blue prevailed over 
can put them in from anywhere coaches. Also up from the frosh the University of Rochester and 
on the court, and can help out to give the squad added depth, arc Rochester Tech by 4-2 scores. 
with the rebounding, also. This Jim Shaw, Dan Ferris, and Jim "We had lost our entire starting 
willbethethirdyearasaplaying Spano. Kenny Nigh, the defense and our starting 
unit for Dibler, Veronesi, and playmaker and assist-leader for goaltender through graduation last 
Williams and they should know 1-!sl year's fresh_men, is out with Jun!!," Keith pointed out. "It 
each other's talents pretty well by an injury and won't be available took a while for us to jell but I 
now. until the second semester. When feel we proved ourselves by the 
The rest of the squad is beefed Nigh gets back in January, it will way we finished." · 
up with a world of talent, that give Hurst a good ball-handler and The ,Bombers dominated their 
Coach Hurst must sift through to a reliable shooter in the guard opponents in all categories, 
find his best five. Seniors Denny position. 0 u ts c O rin g them, 3 4 _ 2 I ; 
Chakas and Rick Cahill saw a lot The Bombers play a 22-game outshooting them, 375-265; and 
of action last year and will be in schedule this season, with twelve enjoying an 80-70 advantage in 
their third varsity years. Juniors of those games at home. They corner kicks. 
Dan Vetter, Doug Campbell (of play all of their five games with Junior forwards Bruce Marino 
football fame), and transfers Irv league opponents in Ithaca, (Newington, Conn.) led Ithaca in 
Nash and Wayne Spaulding give another advantage. Things look scoring this fall with 12 points on 
Hurst another man with varsity bright for IC basketball this year, nine goals and three assists. 
experience (in Vetter), and some so get, out to Ben Light Freshman Tony Watson (Ithaca), 
much-needed height from the Gymnasium on December 5, and who played in only seven games, 
, 
1
-
1ther three. support the Bombers! · wound up with eight goals to rank 
I
·. 1111~-.. ----- second i:'1 scoring, while 
• - . · • Co-captain Al Baumgarten 
I. (Huntington Station), junior Rusty Flook tBaldwinsville), and II sophomores Al Harris (Monsey) 
I and Mike Borne (Solvay), who scored the goal against Hartwick, were tied for third place with six 
I points each. Goaltender Dave Riehl (Colton, N.Y.) had a top season 
I for JC, averaging 11 .2 saves, and allowing but I .46 goals per game. He also had two shutouts. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Donohue • HalYenoa 
Inc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
• 
602W.S-St. 
m-1111 
-
----~----:---~-,:--------------------------- -\' 
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Keith Optimistic I ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• [ \ Football Quiz 1 
Skaters Seek Improvement : . 
Despite losing the greatest 
player in the School's history, and 
three other key lettermen, Ithaca 
College varsity hockey coach 
Forbes Keith still feels his 
1970-71 club will improve on last 
year's 7-13 record. 
The big loss was forward Rod 
Frith, who led IC in scoring for 
four years and wound up with 
three School scoring records. Also 
gone arc defensemen Dave 
Patterson and Al Cox, and 
forward Joe Maire, who were all 
four year regulars. 
"We'll miss all of them, but 
especially Rod, because of his 
ability to play anywhere and his 
talent for being able to break a 
game open," Keith added. 
"However, we have enough 
returnees and a few good recruits 
from our freshman team to give 
me an opt_imistic outlook tpwards 
the coming season." 
One major reason for Keith's 
optimism is the return of his high 
scoring line from last year, 
consisting of center Bob Scanlon 
(Toronto, Ont.) and wings Jim 
Coseo (Canton, N.Y.) and Gary 
Bortz (Ithaca). They ranked 2-34 
in scoring behind Frith and were 
particularly productive in the last 
half of the season. 
Junior dcfcnscman Jim 
Talentino (No. Bay, Ont.), who 
missed all but four games last 
season with a knee injury, is back 
in good hea_lth, and if that run of 
around hockey for IC. 
Ithaca's other two lines this 
year will be made up from among , 
junior lettermen Rick Orpik 
(4-6-10) (Concord, Mass.), Barry : 
Smith (Kenmore, N.Y.) (3-3-6) . 
and Paul Woytko (Hamilton, ] 
Ont.) (1-34), and sophomores · 
Pete Hunsdorfer (W. Sand Lake, I 
N. Y.), Darrel Jones (Ithaca), 
and Bob Moro (Ossining). 
the puck out of the defensive ; 
zone this year. ' 
Goal: Bob Forester picked up 
the starting reins halfway through. 
the 1969-70 season and after a 
slow start. came on to play some I 
exciting goal for IC. Bob has all 
the tools to he a standout 1 
collegiate goaltcmkr. He will get 
back up help this year from junior 
Ken Clark (Marblehead, Mass.), 
I uck continues, Talentino may 
help to alleviate one of Ithaca's 
major problems of last year. "Our 
defensemcn had a lot of trouble 
clearing the puck out of their own 
zone and it hurt us a lot, 
especially in the first half of the , 
season," Keith added. "This is · 
why Jim's return means so much 
to us." Forbes Keith begins 2nd season as Hockey Coac~. 
In addition to his top line, 
Talentino and starting goaltender 
Bob Forester (Grimsby, Ont.), 
Keith will have three letterman 
forwards and two veteran 
defensemcn. 
Smith will probably be one of who played well for IC in a 
I C's penalty killers this year. reserve role last year and who has 
Dcfenseman Tom Schoen worked extremely hard to 
(Whitesboro, N.Y.), may join him. improve his performance. 
by Roy Leff 
Quick now, for two end-zone scats to the next Buffalo Bills home 
game, what were the top five collcgc football games. the five mosr 
fabulous juggernauts, the five greatest players, and the four craftiest 
coaches? Rather than provoke a rash of arguments by keeping you 
all in suspense until next week's paper, the whole tlung will he 
settled right now. 
Rallies, goal-line stands. and individual performances make games 
memorable. If they occur under championslup pressure they arc 
even more so. The greatest game of the 60's had to hc Arkansas' 
27-::!4 victory ovcr Texas becausc it's thc only one I can rcmember in 
which one receiver, Bobby Crockctt. caught six passes while standing 
on his head whistling his school alma mall'r. And i:verybody thought 
he didn't know it. 
Southern Cal knockcd Notrc Dame out of a national titlc in 
1964, 20-17, as Rod Sherman caught a touchdown pa~s 111 the final 
moments, circumstances that qualify this game as the second 
greatest. 
Not much was at stake, othc1 than a bowl bid for Syracuse. but 
the way the Orangemcn managed to lose to Not re Dame in l 96 l was 
worth the third spot. Walt Sweeney, in one of the great unnecessary 
efforts of all time, roughed the holdcr of a 56-yard field goal 
.attempt on the f111al play of the game, Notre Dame got another 
chance from 4 I yards out and won. 17-1 5. 
A goal line stand and Joc Namath made the l 965 Orange Bowl 
memorable. The stand gave Texas a 21-17 victory ovcr Namath and I 
use the name advisedly because he was all Alabama had that night. 
Ivy League prejudice aside, Harvard's feat of scoring 16 points in 
44 seconds to tic Yale, 29-29, was unforgettable. 
On the basis of brilliant performance, quality of competition, and 
winning results. the five best players of the <,O's were O.J. Simpson, 
Tommy Nobis, Gt·orge Webster, Ernh: Davis, and Roger Staubach. 
The best team wa~ Ohio State in 1968, hut thcre's no point in listing 
any more because the Michigan State and Notre Damc teams of I 966 
arc not on the ballot. Thc best coaches? Start with.Southern Cal's 
John McKay and then you can put Darrell Royal. Bear Bryant. and 
Woody Hayes in any order you want. Take that, Ithaca College 1 
The football predicting business is getting to be too easy. Last 
week Eleanor and I suffered only five setbacks, keeping the record at 
134 right. 43 wrong. 3 til:s .. 744 pcrcentagc. Tlw following arc 
probably perfect: 
Buffalo Bills over Chicago Bi:ars -halftime show to fcaturc a racc 
bet ween Gale Sayers and O.J. Simpson-in wheelchairs. 
New York Jets over Boston Patriots -Joe Kapp to cc,mplctc ,, 
knucklehalls for 300 yards and Charlie Gogol;ik to ki.:k c,ght fil!ld 
goals. but Pats still lose. 27-24. 
Miami Dolphins ovi:r Baltimorc Colt~ Don Shul,1 will get hi~ 
name in the program too. 
Cincinnati Bengals over l'itt~burgh Stt·clcrs and Tcrry 
Whatshisfacc. 
Princeton over Cornell 
Air Force over Colorado 
Arizona State over New Mexico 
Houston over Wake Forest 
Tcnnesscc over Kentucky 
Nebraska over OklahomJ 
Penn s, atc over Pittsburgh 
Stanford over California 
USC over UCLA 
Syracusc owr Miami 
01110 State over Michigan 
Yak over I larvard 
Florida St. ovcr Kansas St. 
Rutgers orer Col!!:,' 
Illinois over '""· 
Purdue ovcr Indiana 
Herc's how Keith views his 
1970-71 team. 
Scanlon, Cosco and Bortz also RECAP : Four m,1jor things 
looked good in that department have to happen for Ithaca to 
during the past season. produce a wmning ~eason this I.;..----------------------------. 
Forwards: Scanlon had 23 
goals and 17 assists for 40 points 
last year, while Cosco had 34 
points ( 16-18) and Bortz 27 
(9-18). They came together as a 
line in the fourth game of the year 
and from then ·on played solid all 
Captain 
Named 
Defense: Talentino. seniors winter. First of all, the 
Schoen and Bob Corran Scanlon-Bortz-Cosco line mlt~t 
(Hamilton, Ont.) (0-44) and maintain their scoring pace of last 
sophomorcs Dan Charlebois year. Secondly, the lthacans must 
(Potsdam, N.Y.) and Tony Wisc improve their goals ·allowed 
(Ncwtonvillc, N.Y.) make up the perccn tagc 16.::?0). Third. thc 
Ithaca defensive unit. Talentino Bombers haw to develop a good 
can go both ways and should be checking line which can take the 
quite an asset to the Bombers in p r c s s u r c o f f t h c 
their power play. Schocn was a Cosco-Bortz-Scanlan combine, 
forward as a sophomore and for and finally, as Keith emphasizes, 
half of last season. but was so often, they must improve the 
switched to defense in January. It clearing from the defensive zone. I 
. took a while, but by the end of IC will be one of the favorites 
the- season, Schoen was playing to land one of thc four playoff · 
consistently well on defense. positions in t·hc seven tcam Finger 
Tabor Ames of Norwood, N.J. Corran j_s a two-year letterman Lakes Collegiate Hockey League. 
has been elected captain of the who worked hard this summer on Last year, IC finished 4th in the 
1970-71 Ithaca College varsity his shot, which has been his one FLCHL, won the first round ofl 1 
gymnastics team. drawback on defense. His skating the playoffs and came within a 
Ames was the number two man improved last year and he should whisker of upsetting League 
on both still rings and the be ready for his best season. champ Canton Tech in the 
horizontal bar as a sophomore at Charlebois is the top skater from semi-finals. I 
IC. He appreared to be ready for a the freshman team. Dan has a 
strong junior campaign until he good shot and will be used up I 
suffered a shoulder injury in front on occasion this season. 
pre-season workouts and was lost Wise is extremely aggressive and 
for the year. should be a big help in clearing 
1 This year, Ames, a TV-R , _________ ,,. ________ ., _________ :,· 1 
major, will combine with t , 
sophomore Craig I 
Kolloff (Syracuse, N.Y.) to give i I Students who ·are not going 11 
Ithaca one of its strongest ever ' , 
combinations on the horizontal I Home for Thanksgiving- I 
bu. I ' 
_____________ , I The College Spa will be serving whole i , 
& 
COMIII 
MIIIICAL IIIIVICI 
• 
HICKEY'S 
Mu1ic S._. 
201 South Tiola ·s,. 
,..._.. an . .:aa 
I fresh killed 81b. and 12 lb Turkeys. large i i 
enough for 7 and 10 people. for only S28 I' 
and S38 ! The above price includes a seven I 
course dinner. all the traditional trimmings. I 
and a glass of Lake Niagara Wine.' Carve it 
yourself and take the rest home! 
reservations preferred AR3-7290 
n ~\\\ve,.a, 
W~€ 1,,.R 
s for ttonut-tO·jonathan, 
~\Uift 'l:ra\Jtl ~tr\Jict 
2,73-22.11 a, ye ...... . 
BOXCAR 
·-····l 
Tonight: 
Tomm·rov 
i°••••••••• ,••••••••• 
. -~- . - -- --.. . . .  . ... 
DOCK 
THE TWO SCORE 
A Great Ne'w Duo 
WOODY PETERS QUARTET 
Sunday Flick: 
Whatever,Happened To Baby Jane? 
Bette Davis & Joan Crawford 
JOIN US FOR A RELAXING DINNER 
& Use your BANK AMERICARD to 
273-1312 CHARGE IT ! RTE. 366 
Special Good Thanksgiving Day- I 
November 26th from 11am to 9 pm. 
11 
----···------.. --.-... .,_.~ .... ._.. ........... ._..._....... ..... - - - l!:===========================!.I 
Melanie 
Saturday Concert Enchants IC 
bv Barbara D. Katz 
Setting rmood ol the anticipatory and 
A colorful beachball was tossed/ restless crowd. Ushers reminded 
through~ut the crowd. As people: peoplr not to smoke, drink. or sit 
filled Ben Light Gymnasium,! on the floor as a swarm of bodies 
hands clapped the infamous lowered themselves on the ground 
Indian War Chant and in front of the stage. Lights 
tambourines accentuated the dimmed and the crowd 
: silent. 
Melanie: stunning and great. photo by Alan T. Najar 
Act I 
Don Mc Lean opened the 
concert at Ithaca College on 
, Saturday, November 14, by 
· singing songs about controversial 
1 topics to the receptive audience. 
Intermission 
Flashlights played upon the 
waUs as the audience waited for 
the main performance. 
Act II 
The lights dimmed for a second 
time and after a pause. Melanie 
mounted the stage garbed in a 
long dress with a Meher Baba 
button and her guitar. Her music 
came alive with "Alexander 
Beetle" and her feet tapped 
forcefully as she sang out "Ruby 
Tuesday" in a vibrant voice. 
Boxes of animal crackers thrown 
on stage sparked her "Animal 
Crackers" song. And there were 
other songs created by Melanie, all 
performed with great emotion and 
sensitivity. 
Act Ill 
During the concert, candles 
were placed on stage by some of 
the members of the audience in 
preparation for .. Candles in the 
Rain", her final song. As the walls 
echoed her voice, people crept 
onto the stage and surrounded 
Melanie. Overwhelmed, she 
paused, and then continued to 
sing with the audience joining in 
the background. 
Backstage, Melanie Safka 
rapped with people for about an 
hour. The 23-year-old. musician 
signed autographs on crutche,, 
tickets, and jackets as ~he 
answered questions from the 
group. She prefers concerts to 
coffeehouse settings and stated 
that she only did coffeehouses in 
Monkey Business? 
Certainly -Not ... JVC is. lllore 
Highly Evolved than that! 
m i~; 1.<.,·, ·~ I ,,., o. '•:., :·:_•", 
- ;.I.' . t 
I ";r}"-'1 • -
• --=-- --, ' 
4210 ....,..c.--·· 1.MeantN 11 ...... s,..~m. IIWaua 
n..1ut .... •~f1WDU-UntaanwU11'llctr-.k's 
JVC:110C111tla10,.........~r11:rw&Mt-,el...,...u.., 
Slll&Unl Cllll&le llktl ~ maaar 11 ,....,.._. 
lilr'ollp a .... 1tJ • Well P1I ........... ~ unpUlaT ... raac..-... ...... u,,,........-..,... .. m.....,.m.maat. ........ _,,._ ___  
111Wwau1 ....... -. u.Me . ...,_._. APCcoatrol.1. 
.,Nat'N ......... :411i""IIIH-.·-waar-o 111a......., 
Mm.. IS'-''11:d' .... ""'""D 4.Jlla Ndl 
C..plote wldi Earpbe-. only 
'--· -' . -'-· 
JVC 5205 =.__ -a.... o.. a1 Jvc·, •~ ........ Jwst ...... , ... , .. ,., .. _...._ 1, - ... for ,- 1k .wt.ltJ ID ..., .. ID II& ,__.. -.0. malically ..... lMDdllMClff AS-pole.,..,_meilol""-lao 
DIMf'murert"111tlldlmC'•....-m a.:.c. .. ,_.,....._ 
••-z:s. ss.1,s a ad n rpm, Wow ... n.tur ol .._ o- o.J'II, 
WidJN"altla IUNO c«ar* nrtrtdilw A.ad a ,nee &M U.1°1 
..,.. .. .,._al&o&M ..... alllW 1"""'111:l~'"Wall-."'D 11 
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I.Non.... '40.00 
PHONE 273-1777 1111-l\.': ~Yc~rr.91111 
UOO Dll'l'DIN IOAD .ICT. IT. 13 & ~ mtACA 
• Lee.led NIWNft - ... Car •ncl - N. y. ElactrlC& GH cerp. 
Whe,:-e We Don't Monkey Around ..... 
•writing song is a way 
of letting myself out.' 
the early days. When asked if she 
minded someone else doing her 
song, "Look What They've Done 
To My Song, Ma", Melanie 
responded that she was "glad 
somebody else is doing my songs 
It makes me feel like a writer." 
She also commented, "writing 
songs is a way of letting yourself 
out besides getting something 
across to an audience ... a kind of 
psychotherapy." She is currently 
working on a new album. 
Melanie, who comes from Long 
-
photo by Barb Goldberg 
Branch, New Jersey, remarked 
that she still gets nervous before 
a performance. Coming from a 
musically inclined family, Melanie 
found that is was not hard to 
choose a career in music, it "just 
came naturally." She liked the 
concert and IC, alt hough she felt 
that she couldn't get into a few 
songs because of distractions from 
the audience. The pretty miss also 
mentioned a desire for making 
"good movies" sometime in the 
future. 
News Show Premieres 
Tonight On WCIC 
WCJC-TV extends its news report on such events as the 
programming to six nights a week Washington Mobilization and the 
when "Saturday Plus" premieres Democratic State Convention. 
tonight at 9 p.m ... Saturday Plus" 
is more than Just a regular news 
show. Each week anchormen Jay 
Newman and Neil Cotiaux will 
present a concise look at the day's 
news, and will dig below the 
surface of the week's news with 
two special features. 
The Focus Report will zero in 
on an important story of the 
week. Focus will take an in depth 
look at the story as it progressed 
through the week and place it in 
its proper perspective. 
The weekly commentary will 
take a look at the implications 
and conscq uences of events and Neil Cotiaux 
actions. 
Both Ne;man and Cotiaux are 
experienced reporters. Last year 
Ithaca audiences heard them 
HEIGHTS 
at the AIRPORT 
announces: 
HAPPY HOUR 
Jay Newman 5-7pm 
I This fall both reporters Fri Sat. & Sun. interviewed political candidates 1 
• 
1k 6n,. I on_ the WCIC Campaign Trails all .dr,n S V\, Senes. 
I "Saturday Plus" will climax a DRAfT SEER 30( week of news with a presentation 
16o i that goes beyond just straight .Z. I news. 
---------------i 
You haven't been to 
GEORGE'S??? 
Come in and see what you've missed! 
128 S. Cayuga St. 
